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CHAPTER I 
Purpose and ~usti!ication of the Study 
fyrpose of tb! Stud% 
The purpose ot this study is to determine a good 11ethod 
of' predicting college success for graduates of the St. Louis 
Country Day School; a college preparatory day school for boys, 
grades 5 • 12, enrollment approXimately 360, located in Berke-
ley, St. Louis County, Kissour1. To what exttnt can college 
success be determined by data .available during the high school 
senior year? What cr1 terion is most important in determini·ng 
college success' What weights should be attached to various 
criteria in order to arrive at the best possible prediction 
or college success involving those tac·tors? What factors 
other than. aptitude and achievement scores are important in 
determining college success and how important are these rae-
tors? These questions will be explored 1n this study as well 
as questions concerning the relative difficulty experienced 
by St. Louis Countr7 Day School graduates at each or the col-
leges included in the thesie. 
,z:ustitieatiqp ot .. th§ Swdx 
A study has been made at the St. Louis Country Day School 
determining the regression equation that best .predicts ·the 
scholastic success of' boys . in the Opper School. (grades 8- 12) 
based on their grades, achievement test scores, and intelli-
gence test scores . in the Lower School .(grades 5- 7).1 This 
1. 
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study has been of value to the school for guidance purposes. 
The administration of the school has felt the need for a 
similar study for boys prior to their entranee into college. 
Such a study would be of yalue in advising boys of their 
probable success in the college of their choice. 
Ambitious parents, who want to push their son to a college 
that seems to be above his capabilities; might be conTinced 
by statistics that they are aiming too high. 
The administration of the school, when guiding seniors 
toward their college choice and when filling out recommenda-
tion blanks for college, have been uncertain as to the amount 
of weight to place on the Tarious. data aTailablet school grades, 
intelligence test scores, achievement test scores, ete. This 
study should help to clarify this problea • 
. Research has failed to disclose a study that would fill 
this. need at the St. Louis Country Da;r School. No predictiTe 
study was found for a school of this type making use of the 
specific type of data that will be employed in this studr. 
CHAPTER II 
Review of Research 
A review of past research was undertaken to uncover 
studies that might have some bearing on this study. It 
would be of value to know these things about other pre-
dictive studies: the general methods used in arriving at 
the final prediction equation; the factors found to be most 
important in predicting scholastic success; and a list of all 
factors found to have influence on scholastic success. 
In the section on "Prognosis" in the 1950 EPcxclopedia 
of Research, it is stated "when it is desired to forecast 
future status on the basis of several prognostic measures, 
the multiple regression equation may be used. This equation 
gives the optimum weights to the several prognostic measures.n1 
It was also stated in this section that "Numerous studies have 
demonstrated that a combination of several factors may be con-
siderably more valuable in predicting general scholarship than 
any single factor alonen2 and "Studies reveal that a combina-
tion of measures, -par.ticularly (a) high school scholarship, 
(b) sc.ore on a general scholastic aptitude test, and (c) score 
on an objective test of high school achievement, provides the 
3 best basis for predicting achievement in college." 
Other studies which will be dealt with in ensuing para-
graphs add additional weight to the theory expressed in the 
1. Monroe, Walter s., Encyclopedia of Educational Resea.rch, 
Rev. ed., MacMillan, l950, p. 814. 
2. ibid., p. 888. 
3. Ibid., p. 894. 
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preceding quotes, that the best method of predicting scho-
lastic success in college is by means of a regression equa-
tion using as criteria: high school ayerage, score on a 
general aptitude test, and score on a general achieTement 
test. 
One of the first questions to be raised concerning the 
use of the high schOol ayerage as a predictor is: To What ex-
tent will the varied high school programs be a factor both in 
deteraining high school aYerage and in affecting success at 
college? Will not a boy who has taken, tor example, four 
years or a foreign language and four years of mathematics 
meet with greater success in a liberal arts college than a boy 
with three or less years ot each ot the above and the remainder 
of his program filled out with music, art, etc.? Aiken reports 
on this tor the ProgressiTe Education Association, a commission 
established to explore possibilities of better co-ordination 
of school and college work. He reports, "Success in the col-
lege ot liberal arts does not depend upon the study of certain 
subjects for a certain period in high school.• 4 
•any studies have been carried out correlating Tarious 
factors with college success and ranking factors in order of 
their iaportance for predictive purposes. For organizational 
purposes general summaries and reports will be covered first 
· followed by some of the nuaerous indiTidual studies. 
In 19•9 Garrett made an excellent review of predictiYe 
studies related to general scholastic success in college. In 
4. Aiken, Wilford K., 'the Storx of the Eight Iear Stud_y, 
Harper, 1942. 
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summin& up the coefficients of correlation between various 
factors and college success, he found that high school rank 
rated t1rst as a predictor; general achievement test score, 
second; intelligent test score, third; general college apti-
tude test,. fourth; and achieTement tests in specific subject 
matter fields, fifth.5 
Table 1 gives a composite of the summaries as listed by 
Garrett. 
Ttble 1 
ReTiew· o:f ·Predictive · Studies ·l:lelat·ed to ·General 
Scholastic Success In College 
Range of Years 
Predic or ot S 
High School R 1920-1939 29 .18 - .72 .58 
General Achieve 
ment Test 1922-1941 24 .23 - .85 .49 
Intelligence 
Test 1919-1947 94 .17 - .67 .47 
General College 
Aptitude Tests 1923-1939 28 . .12 . - .58 .43 
Achievement 
Tests in Spe-
eifie Subject 
Matter Fields 1925-194!5 !57 .10 - .70 .40 
Garrett also states that, •The average multiple coefficient 
ot correlation is about .75 between intelligence, high school 
5. Garrett, Harley F., •A Review and Interpretation ot Investi-
gations of Factors Related to School Success in Colleges 
o:f .Arts and .Science and Technical Colleges,• tournal ot 
lxperimental EdUCation, vol. 18, pp. 9l-138,ec. l949. 
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record, and content examination with college record, or about 
34% better than guess work. Multiple coefficients ot corre-
lation between factors and the criterion are rarely eyer higher 
e than .80." 
Segal reported in 1934 on results of correlations ot various 
factors with general college scholarship. Be listed the co-
efficients of correlation from many studies and deterMined the 
median for eaeh. A summary .of his findings follow: 7 
Median Coefficient of 
PfiEDlCTO~ Correlatiog 
General Mental Tests: 
Aaer. Council Psychological Exam .48 
Scholastic Aptitude Test of College 
Entrance Exu. Board .~ 
General Achievement Tests: 
High School Achievement .59 
Gene.ral AchieYement Tests ot College 
Entrance Exam. Board .46 
Segal reports further that,. •General achievement tests at 
the end of high school course are more prognostic or general 
college scholarship than general m.ental tests whereas individ-
ual tests of specific traits, aptitudes, and achievements are 
lowest of all for this purpose.•8 
Segal snd Proffitt studied factors in determining scholas-
tic success 1n college and concluded that not only were high 
6. Garrett! •A Review and Interpr·etation of Investigations ••• ", 
P• 28. . 
7. Segal, David, ~rediotiQD o! Suc~ess in ·Colle§e, u. s. 
Office of ducation, Bulletin Ho. l5, 19 4. 
a. n!S,., p. 70. 
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school marks of value 1n the prediction or college scholar-
ship as a whole, but that success in different high school 
subjects could be used for differential prediction purposes. 
They found that marks 1n a high school subject tend to have 
the highest relationship with the same subject in college and 
their relationship with other subjects depended to some ex-
tent upon common intellectual traits.9 
Easley summed up reports on correlations between intelli-
gence test scores and scholastic achievement. Be found that 
the majority of correlations were between .40 and .60 with the 
mean close to .50. Be concluded from his study that the cor-
relation between these two was not sufficiently bigh for great 
prognostic value and that there is a fundamental lack ot re-
lationship between intelligence test scores and school marks,lO 
A great many individual studies have been made relating 
college achievement to various criteria available at the high 
school level. Kany of these have been included in the general 
summaries prevtously mentioned. To illustrate the types ot 
studies that have been made and the findings recorded, several 
have been selected for inclusion 1n this Chapter. They will 
be dealt with 1n chronological order, 
In 1930 Odell published a bulletin which shows the accuracy 
of hi&h school marks, intelligence test scores, and other data 
9. 
10. 
Segal, David, and Prottitt, Karis K., S~1e Ftetor; in th~ 
Adjustment of College Students, u.. Government Print-
ing Office, Wasfifrigton, .n. c., 1938. · 
Easley, H., •on the Limits of Pred~cting Scholastic Suc-
cess,• iournal of E%perimental Educat!og, vol. 1, 
1933, . PP• ~72-276. . . . 
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in predicting the persistence 1n school and the marks or col-
lege students at the University of Illinois. He arrived at 
the following correlat1ons:ll 
Correlations between: 
college fr.esbm8n aY.erages and high school averages • 55 
total college averages and high school averages .54 
college freshman averages and intelligence test scores .ze 
total college averages and intelligence test scores .31 
In summing up his findings on these correlations, Odell 
remarked that, •apparently .the intelligence test scores, al-
though less valuable in prediction than high school marks·, do 
contribute a somewhat different element than do marks.wl2 
In 1930 Taylor published his findings on correlations be-
tween American Council Psychological Examination acores and 
first semester grades at Oregon Un1versit7 .for .the years 1925-
1928. These correlations ranged tro• .345 to .589 with the 
median at .455. 13 
Also in 1930 Jones published an article listing correla-
tions of ACPE with scholastic achievement at Buffalo Univer-
sity for the years 1925-1929. These correlations ranged fro• 
.23 to .66 with the median at .45.14 
11. 
12. 
Odell, Charles w., Predicting thl 'cbpiastic IM2cess ot 
Colleae Students' University o .Il inois lletin, 
vo • 28, No. 51 ureau of Educational Research, Bulletin No. 52, 1930, p. 20. 
ill.4· 1 PP• 24-25. 
13 • . Taylor, Howard, •The 1929 Psychological Examination,• 
the EgucatJonal Recot~, XI, 19301 pp. 101-128. 
. . 
14. Jones, E. S~, •The 1930 Psychological ExaJDination~• 
the Edycttiontl Beco;d, XII~ 1931~ PP• 160-178. 
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In 1931 Freeman determined the correlations between ACPE 
scores on tests taken prior to .freshman year and semester 
aYerages at .Cornell University. His results were as follows: 15 
@eaester 
lst 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
Coeff, of Corr • . Semester. 
.44 5th 
.46 6th 
.42 7th 
.38 8th 
Coett. ot Corr. 
.22 
.26 
.21 
.18 
Freeman concluded that, •!he mental tests are inadequate 
as selective instruments at the college level, just as any 
other single criterion is inadequate. Yet they have a con-
tribUtion to make; and on that basis their employment is 
justit1able.•l1 
In 1931 Douglas analyzed the relationship of many factors 
in a student's high school background to his success at the 
University ot Oregon. Among factors studied weret records of 
high school credits and marks, intelligence test scores, size 
of high schools and salaries of. teachers, principals• ratings 
on ability, industry and leadership, and pattern of high school 
subjects. Be concluded that, •the best single t,ype of prognos-
tic data is the .aYerage high school mark.•l7 
In 1933 Edds and McCall completed a predictive study at 
Milligan College. They predicted college success at Milligan 
using as criteria mental ability, English ability, and high 
school aarks and obtained a multiple correlation of .81. They 
15. 
16. 
17. 
Freeman, F. s., "Predicting Academic SurT1val1 • J¥ur;al 
. gt l,dyqatlcmal · Research,_ XUII, 1931, PP• 113- 23. 
l.J2.!g., ·p. 123. 
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found high school ave~age to be the best predictor of the three, 
with mental ability, as measured by Otis Group Intelligence 
Scale, Form A, second, and English ability, as measured by the 
Cross English !est, third.18 
In 1937 Janke completed a thesis project at Wasb±ngton 
University comparing the predictive value of three intelligence 
tests; American Council Psychological Examination, Henmon-Nelson 
Test of Mental Ability, and the Otis Self-Administering. Test. 
She found the ACPI to have the greatest predictive value.19 
Also in 1937 Barenholtz reported on his study ot corre-
lations between ACPE scores and grade point averS;se .. s ~t ~ash­
ington University. He obtained the following . resultsz 
Semester Leyel flo, of Case§ Coetf. of Con:. 
1st 457 .5!5 
2nd 408 .50 
3rd 314 .55 
Accumulated averages tor 
3 semesters 314 .52 
He concluded from these and other results of his study 
that intelligence test scores are more highly predictive ot 
scholastic success at all levels than are scores of compre-
hension or speed ot reading.20 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Edds, Jess H. end McCall, w. Morrison, "Predicting the 
Scholastic Success of College Freshman,• ~ournal or 
Educational R.§.searcll . 27, 19331 pp. 127-13. 
Janke, Leota L., ~ Comparison of the Predftctive value ot 
Three Jntelligence 1ests in College,npublished M.A. 
thesis, Washington University, 1937. 
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In a study made at Phillips University, Oklahoma, in 
1938 Quaid found the prediction of college success, freshman 
year, by the ACPE scores to be ini'erior to tha~ of the high 
school average. Be also found multiple correlation more re-
liable than correlation with a single variable for prediction 
put"poses. 21 
In 1940 Kuenne completed a thesis pro3ect at Washington 
University comparing ACPE scores with cumulative grade point 
averages for the class of 1939 during their eight semesters 
at W~;~.shington. Ber. coefficients ofcorrelation ranged from 
.51 for the fourth semester to .6~ for the seventh semester. 
She round the ACPE scores to be superior as a predictive 
measure of scholastic success to either comprehension or s.peed 
of reading scores on the Iowa Silent Reading Test.£E 
In 1949 1n a study that was important in initiating this 
author's study, Wells found that general scholarship in the 
St. Louis Country Day School can best be predicted in grades 
6, 7, and a on the basis of a four-variable regression equation 
which includes data from the Otis: Quick-Scoring Kental Ability 
Test, Beta form; the lletropolitan Achievement Test, Inter-
mediate or Advanced Completion form, or both, and the yearly 
averages (teacher judgments). Wells' study has been ot •alue 
-
to the administration of the St. Louis Country. Day School for 
21. Quaid, T. D., •A Study 1n the Prediction of College Fresh-
man llarksl.• , lourpal of Qperim~nt_al Edpcation.. 6, 1938, 
PP• 350-375. . . . . 
22. Kuenne, 
23 guidance purposes. 
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Also in 1949 Summers completed an extensive study for pre-
dicting success in individual freshman courses at Washington 
University based on entrance examinations. The predictors 
included American Council Psychological Examination, Iowa 
Silent Reading Test, high school standing (in terms of thirds 
of class), algebra test, mathematics achievement test, reason-
ing test, English placement test, and reading test. Regression 
equations were drawn up using these criteria to predict suc-
cess in every individual course. Kiss Summers found that read-
ing test and aptitude test scores showed best overall validi-
ties and ACPE-Quantitative score and high school rank yielded 
surprisingly insignificant correlations for the majority or 
the courses. The multiple correlations computed ranged from 
a low of .328 for Geography to a high of .704 for Physical 
Scienee.f-4 
Several studies have been made in an attempt to determine 
what effect various personality traits have on college success. 
Though it is far more difficult to determine correlations with 
personality traits than with more concrete data such as high 
school averages and intelligence test scores, these studies 
do contribute to a better understanding of the entire picture. 
All of the studies reviewed listed interest in school work, and 
a purpose or goal in life that included good work in school 
23. 
24. the 
s, 
949. 
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as a prerequisite as important ~actors in the prediction or 
scholastic success. 
In a study of achievers and non-achievers, Turney states, 
"The student who achieves more than the tests indicate is 
interested in school subJects to a greater degree than the 
one who does not, irrespectiTe o~ the factor or intelligence.w25 
In his stud7 of achievement in the public schools o:f St. Louis, 
Johnson says, •The excellent students had a purpose that in-
cluded good work in school to achieve it, and they controlled 
their momentary desires and impulses to that end. The :fail-
ing students did not.w26 
Turney studied nine personality traits: (1) self-co~idence, 
(2) industry, (3) leadership, (4) cooperativeness, (5) orig-
inality, (6) perseverance, (7) dependability, (8) ambition, 
and (9) personal attractiveness; and ~ound that five o:f these 
traits: industry, cooperativeness, perseverance, ambition, 
and dependability appeared to be equal to, or greater than, 
the intelligence quotient .. in their effect upon achievement 
as measured by teacher's marks.27 
25. 
26. 
27. 
Johnson, George R., ~t;i{ School Kessen~e~ st. Louis, 
Missouri Public c o a, Research an rvey Series, 
. vol. 37, No. 1, April 10, 1940. 
Turney, A. H., 211• ..£1.1• 
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Giessow explored the importance of various factors on 
college success and listed the following as being the more 
important: nat1ve . 1ntell1gence, motivation, interest, psycho-
logical stability, home relationship,. leisure time activity, 
educational aptitude 1n ya.rious fields., achievement in high 
school, and academic policy of the college.2S 
Garrett reports that studies have been made using rating 
scales of chara.cter and personal! ty as a predictor of college 
success. He mentions one study made by Wrenn and Crandall 
1n which positive relationships were found between college 
work and decile ratings on a rating scale including: (1) 
appearance and manners, (2) works without prodding, (3) leader-
ship, (4) emotional control, and (~) definite program. In this 
study, definite program showed closest relationship to college 
scholarsh1p. 29 Garrett also states that, . "Tests of person-
ality in general show practically no correlation with college 
grades," and "There is no correlation apparent between physical 
factors and college achievement.•30 
Lyon concluded in his study of freshman achievement at 
Washington University that, other factors being equal, over-
age students were a poorer college risk, and students whose 
28 • 
.29 • . Garrett, Barley F., .11A Review and Interpretation of Inves-
tigatic;ms of Factors Related to School Success in 
Colleges of Arts and Sciences and Technical Colleges," 
Journal of ~perimental Educ.at;l.op. 18, Dec • . 1949, p. 114. 
50. lR!£., P• 120. 
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,fathers were engaged in professional work were a superior col-
lege risk than the average.31 
Summary 
The findings of past research indicate that the best method 
of predicting success in college from data available during the 
senior year is by means of a multiple regression equation. The 
criteria that have proven to be the most valuable for such a 
regression equation, ranked in the order of their importance, 
have been (1) high school scholarship (represented by average 
or class rank), (2) score on a general test of high school 
achievement (such as College Entrance Examination Board Tests 
or Cooperative Tests), (3) score on a general scholastic apti-
tude test (the American Council Psychological Examination has 
been the best predictor in this field), (4) scores on general 
college aptitude tests, and (5) scores on achievement tests in 
specific subject matter fields. 
The average multiple coefficient of correlation between 
college success and various criteria of the type indicated in 
the last paragraph is about .75 which indicates that there are 
other factors that have an important bearing upon success in 
college. The most important of these would appear to be the 
following: interest, incentive, perseverance, ambition, psycho-
logical stability, industry, cooperativeness, dependability, 
and physical health. 
31. Lyon, Hartzell, Aspec~s of Failure Among Fres~en in 
J!sifngton University, Unpublished M.A. thesis, 
Was ngton University, 1926. 
CHAPTER III 
Procedure 
Alter textbooks on statistics and results or previous 
studies had convinced this writer that the best method or 
predicting college success for the seniors at the St. Louis 
Country Day School would be through a multiple regression 
equation based on several criteria available at the high 
school level, it was necessary to determine which sets or 
data and which students would be used in the study. 
The problem of criteria to be used was undertaken first. 
An inspection of the files of the St. Louis Country Day 
School revealed that complete records of College Entrance 
Examination Board Scholastic Aptitude Test scores and 
American Council Pyschological Examination scores dated 
back no further than 1~46. It was decided that both the 
mathematical and verbal scores of the CEEB Scholastic Apti-
tude Test and the ACPE scores would be used along with the 
high school averages. An attempt to find a test or tests 
of scholastic achievement that could also be used met with 
no success. Kany of the boys ha4 not been required to take 
CEEB Scholastic Achievement Tests by the college of their 
choice and, those that were, took the tests in different 
subjects. As a result there was no one te·st of this type 
taken by a majority of .. the boys. It was hoped also that the 
Cooperative English Test might be used in this study, but 
unfortunately a study of the files revealed that the school 
had been us1ng the Cooperative Tests only since 1949. 
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It was decided then that the following criteria would be 
explored for use 1n a regression equation: (1) high school 
average-senior .year; (2) high school average- all four years; 
(3) American Council Psychological Examination raw score on 
test taken during senior year; (4) CEEB Scholastic Aptitude 
Test V-Score (mathematical); and (5) CEEB Scholastic Aptitude 
Test V-Score (verbal). the raw score of the American Council 
Psychological Examination was selected as it is more dis-
criminating then is the corrected score and appeared to this 
author to be equally reliable. It is more discriminating as 
it covers a range approximately twice as great as does the 
corrected score. Theretore, two individuals who might, on 
the same test, have identical corrected scores could differ 
by a point or two 1n their raw scores. The reliability ap-
peared to be virtually the same as mean and medien scores 
for the large number of eases taking the test each year 
throughout the country differed little from year to year. 
In addition, in checking individuals whose raw scores were 
the same in tests taken during different years it was found 
that their corrected scores were either the same or differed 
by only a point. Similarly, when the check was applied in 
the opposite direction, it was found that identical corrected 
scores resulted from identical, or nearly identical, raw 
scores. 
The next problem to be undertaken was the selection of 
the population to be used in the study. As mentioned pre-
Tiously, complete records on ACPE and CEEB scores dated back 
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only to 1946. It was deci_ded to carry this study or college 
success up through the sophomore year. Therefore no class 
more recent than the graduating class of 1951 from St. Louis 
Country Day School could be used as the class of 1952 had not 
completed their sophomore year in college. For the aboye 
reasons the classes of 1946-1951 were selected. 
During the years 1946-1951, 174 boys graduated from -St. 
Louis Country Day School. In the breakdown of colleges to 
which these boys matriculated, it was found that there were 
nine colleges each of which 5 or more graduates entered. 
No more than 3 graduates attended any other college. These 
nine most frequently attended colleges which were selected 
for this study were: Amherst, Brown, Cornell, Harvard, Kassa-
chusetts .Institute of Technology, Princeton, Washington 
University of St. Louis, Williams, and Yale. 123 or 70.7% of 
the graduating members of the classes ot 1948-1951 attended 
these nine colleges. 
The files of these 123 graduates were studied carefully 
to determine which ones should be included in this study. 
Thirteen cases were eliminated for the reasons listed in 
Table 2. 
Table 2 
Total 13 
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There remained a list of 110 graduates who had attended 
St. Louis Country Day for two years or more, had completed 
at least their freshman year in one of the nine colleges 
selected for this study, and for whom complete records were 
available on high school grades, CEEB scores, and ACPE 
scores. These 110 boys were therefore selected as the cases 
for this study. It was found that 108 of them had also com-
pleted their sophomore years at one of the nine selected 
colleges. or the other two, one was dropped from Williams 
for low scholarship at the end of his freshman year, and 
the other left Cornell during his sophomore year. 
Table 3 gives a breakdown of the colleges entered by 
the 110 boys used in this study, listing also the number 
that attended each college for both the freshman and 
sophomore years and the number that transferred. 
Number 
COLLEGE Entered 
Amherst 12 
Brown 12 
Cornell 14 
Harvard 8 
lliT 5 
Princeton 24 
Wash. u. 13 
Williams 5 
Yale 17 
. TOTAL 110 
·-
Table 3 
College Attended by Cases Included in Study 
No. Attended No. Attended No. Transferred 
For Both Fresh. Fresh. Year to Another Col-
and Soph. Years only. Then lege in Study 
out of St_u._d_y. 
10 0 2 
10 0 2 
12 1 1 
8 0 0 
5 0 0 
.24 0 0 
13 0 0 
3 1 1 
15 0 2 
100 2 8 
----
--'--- .~ 
COMMENT ON 
TRANSFERS 
1 Transferred to Wash u. 
During Fresh. Year. 
1 Transferred to Wash u. 
During SQJ2h. Year 
1 Transferred to Wash U. 
During Fresh 1 Year 1 Transferred to Wash u. 
During Soph. Year 
Transferred to Wash. u. 
During Soph. Year. 
Transferred to Wash. U. 
at End of Fresh. Year 
1 Transferred to Harvard 
at End of Fresh. Year 
r Transferred to Wash. U. 
During Fresh. Year 
----- - - -~ - -~ -.-
I 
w 
0 
I 
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Table 4 .g1ves a breakdown of the -110 boys in the number 
of years that they attended St. Louis Country Day School. 
As can be seen, the great majority attended Country Day 
during all four high school years. 
Table 4 
Number of Years Attendance at Country Day 
No. ot boys completing No. of boys co mplet1ns 
No. of years at freshman year in one of sophomore year in one 
Country Day the nine colleges of the nine colleges 
4 91 90 
3 10 10 
2 9 8 
TOTAL 110 108 
As was mentioned previously in Table 2, four boys were 
eliminated from the study because they had attended St. Louis 
Country Day for one year only. It was felt that one year's 
attendance was not adequate to establish a valid high school 
average. 
The next step undertaken was the obtaining of freshman and 
sophomore college grades for the 110 boys used in the study. 
Grades of Country Day graduates at Washington University were 
obtained by two personal visits to their Office of Records. 
Letters were written to the eight other colleges requesting 
grades for the boys listed in the letter. Four of the colleges 
complied with the request immediately, while the other four 
were reluctant to send out grades of individual students unless 
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the students concerned had first given their consent. 
A second letter sent out over the headmaster's signature, 
requesting the grades for the school, satisfied these colleges 
and removed the necessity of contacting each individual student 
to gain permission to use his grades. All but two of the col-
leges made no charge for this service as they felt this study 
would be of value to them as well as to the St. Louis Country 
Day School. The results of this study will be mimeographed 
and copies sent to each of the nine colleges. 
The grading systems of the nine colleges were not alike 
and, therefore, some system had to be devised for equating them. 
First the assumption had to be made that the standards 1n the 
nine colleges were comparable. Undoubtedly this assumption is 
not entirely correct, but it is doubtful that the discrep-
ancies in standards among these colleges are very great. A 
five-point system for equating college grades was discovered 
in a report of the National Registration Office for Independent 
Schools.1 This system was adopted for this study with the 
single change that the coded scores were multiplied by 10 to 
avoid using decimals. The coded score used by this writer for 
each of the grade levels used in the marking system of each of 
the nine colleges is set ·rorth on page 23. 
1. Seyenth Angqal Report of the National Reg1strat1qq Office 
for Inde.Dendent Schools: Chicago, 1951. 
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yher;~:t ~o;};lege 
college grade A B c D E F 
coded score 40 32 24 16 08 00 
Brown Universitl 
colfege grade A. B c D E or F 
coded score 40 30 20 10 00 
~grn§ll Un1vers1~ 
college graCJe 90-100 80-89 70-79 60-69 50-59 40-49 39 & les~ 
coded score 40 33 27 . 20 13 07 00 
§arvard Ug!vers~:tl 
college grade A B c D E or F 
coded score 40 30 20 10 00 
Massachgsetts ~ns~i~te of 
college grade H 
l:echno1os;:y; c p L P' FF 
coded score 40 32 24 16 08 00 
Princef~n YsLveas!~l 
co ege gra e 1 2 ' 3 4 5 6 7 
coded score 40 33 27 20 
Jash1ng:ton Qg1T!t§l~% 
college grade A B c D 
coded score 40 30 20 10 
w1111a~s Q211es9 
college gra e A B c D 
coded score 40 30 20 10 
!ale University 
college grade 90-100 80-89 70-79 60-69 
coded score 40 30 20 10 
13 07 
F 
00 
E 
00 
59 end less 
00 
00 
All of the data needed for the study was· recorded on 5 x 8 
cards Mimeographed in adTance for easy recording. A sample, 
with fictitious name, is .reproduced as figures 1 and 2. Figure 
1 shows the front of the card with the material that was needed 
for punching on IBK cards. The f our small squares under High 
School Ave. - 4 years indicates the grades (reading from left 
to right; 9, 10, 11, and 12) that the boy attended St. Louis 
Country Day School. The college and high school averages are 
each computed to nearest point. The ACPE score is the raw 
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Figu~e 1. (Front ot Card) 
Case No. 
I ol 1 I 1 
Name and Class jnoakes, Joseph A. '471 
College Yale 
College Ave. College Ave. 
Fresh. Year Soph. Year 
·1 3 5 1 2 I 8 I 
High School Ave. High School Ave. 
Senior Year 
4 years tv• "' ...., vi 
9 2 I 8 8 
ACPE 
l 1 3 1 I 
CEEB CEEB 
M - Score V - Score 
6 9 1 l 6 5 3 
4 
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Figure 2. (Back of Card) 
QOL.LEGE GRAJ?ES 
Freshlgaa Xeat 
Economics 30 
English 40 
History 30 
Philosophy 40 
Sociology 40 
Sophgmore_tev 
Class. Civ. 
Economics 
Religion 
Psychology 
Science 
30 
30 
40 
40 
30 
30 20 
30 30 
40 30 
30 30 
20 20 
HIGH S~HOQL GRADEe 
lJln1Qr Iear 
English 2 5 
llath 2 90 
Freach 
Spanish 
German 2 91 
Latin 
Physics 94 
.Am. Hist. 94 
Eur. Bist. 
§eniQt Xei£ 
English 1 86 
Kath 1 85 
French 
Spanish 
German 1 89 
Chemistry 90 
Biology 
Am. Bist. 
Eur. Bist. 
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score on the test taken during the senior year. The CEEB M 
and V scores are the scores on the final college board tests 
taken by each of the seniors at Country Day. With the excep-
tion of the college grades, all data was recorded from the 
files in the main office of the St. Louis Country Day School. 
On the back of each card, as indicated in figure 2, there is 
space to record individual course grades for the junior and 
senior years in high school and the freshman and sophomore 
years in college. This material was gathered with the inten-
tion of running correlations between individual subjects in 
high school and college to determine which high school courses 
were best predictors for each of the college courses. However, 
because of the great difference in subject material of the 
courses in the nine colleges, this plan was later abandoned. 
The mean and standard deviation of each series and the 
intercorrelations were computed with the aid of the IBM in-
stallations in the Psychological Laboratory at Washington 
University. Machines used were: IBM Summary Key Punch, IBM 
Accounting Sorter, IBM Accounting Tabulator, and Computing 
Machine. 110 cards were punched out on the Summary Key Punch 
to record the 20 numbers on the front of each of the 5" x an 
cards. Using the Accounting Sorter and the Accounting Tabula-
tor values for l. X, l:x2, and ~XY were computed. Using 
these values, theM's (means), the ~'s (standard deviations) 
and the rts (coefficients of correlation) were computed on 
the Computing Machine. The following formulas were used for 
these computationsz 
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Z.x {2) llx = ll 
V N t.x2 - { z X) 2 {3) 1 tr".. • 
-X )f 
rxy • 
If Z.XY - £x ~y 
c JN .z.r - c ~x> 2> ( { N '£ y2 - ( £. Y) 2 
As the computations for the regression equation tor the 
sophomore year were based on two less cases than was that for 
the freshman year, )(I s and tl' Is had to be determined for both 
the 110 and 108 case distributions. 
After the completion of the work using IBI machines, the 
results were analyzed before continuing with further statis-
tics. The significance of the rts was checked aga-inst a null 
hypothesis, using Garrett's formula: 
t • (5) 
The level of significance of t was read from the table 
supplied by Garrett. Analysis was important at this time to 
3. 
4. 
!5. 
Garrett, Henry E., StatiSt~cs ~ ;sxcho~gx and Egucation, 
Longmans, Green an o. 4 , p. • 
lllJ!•, P• 63. 
~.1 P• 292. 
Ibid., p. 298. 
{4) 
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determine whether or not to use all sets of data in the final 
regression equations for predicting college success in the 
freshman and sophomore year. For three reasons it was de-
cided not to use 8 High School Ave., senior year," as one 
of the criteria. First, the correlation between this senior 
year average and •High School Ave., 4 years,• was very high, 
which would indicate that the ssnior year average would not 
make any very significant individual contribution to the 
entire picture. This high correlation was not unexpected 
as the 4-year average includes the senior year average. 
With very little to gain by using two criteria that corre-
late so highly, it was felt desirable to use only the more 
inclusive 4-year average. Secondly, the four year high 
school average had a slightly higher correlation with col-
lege average during both the freshman and the sophomore 
years than did the high school senior year average. 
Finally, as one of the most important uses of these re-
gression equations will be for guidance purposes during the 
senior year, the senior year average will be incomplete at 
the time when it is needed and thus might be very inaccurate. 
The 4-year average will also be incomplete but far more ac-
curate as it will be based on approximately 3-1/2 year's work 
in most cases. Therefore, the decision was made to base the 
regression equations on four criteria: (1) High School average -
4 years; {2) ACPE score; {3) CEEB, K-score; {4) CEEB, V-score. 
The regression equations that best predict freshman year 
and sophomore year college success for graduates of the St. 
Louis Country Day School were then worked out. 
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For ease in setting up rormulas and listing results, the 
following number system was used to denote the various dis-
tr1 rutions. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
!S 
6 
7 
Dat.a 
college average, freshman year 
high school average, 4 years 
ACPE score 
CEEB, ll-score 
CEEB, V-score 
college average, sophomore year 
high school average, senior year 
The formula for the regression equation, score form, for 
five variables is 
The X - values are the scores ror each individual for the vari-
ous criteria. Por example, Xz is the individual's score on the 
ACPE; x4 hi.s CEEB, 11-score;- etc. x1 is the predicted score for 
the individual during his freshman year in college. The par-
tial regression coefficients bt2.345 , ~3• 245 , etc., give 
the weights to be att.~e_hed to the score of each variable. For 
example, a value of .63 for ~2 • 345 would indicate that ~' 
an individual{s high school average, should be multiplied by 
.63 to find the ve.lue for that term in deriving that indi-
vidual's predicted score for his college freshman year. These 
partial regression coefficients were worked out by means of 
the formulas listed on pages&>-31. Partial rt s and (i' • s had 
e. Garrett, Henry E., Statistics in Psychology agd Education, 
Longmans, Green and Co. l947, p. 419. 
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to be determined rirst. K is a constant derived ~rom the 
~ormula; K = •1 - bl2.345 M2 - hr3.245 13 - bl4.235Kl - bl5.234M5. 
M1 , K2 , etc., are the means already worked out for the various 
distributions. 
Formulas Used In Deriving Regressi£n.Eguation for Predic~ins 
Fresnman-Year Average~ 
bl2.345~ + ~3.245~ + b14.235X4 + ~s.234X5 + K 
(Regression Equation 
Score Form) 
b = r 12.345 . 12.345 
b ~ r 0'1.2345 • 
13.245 13.245 """'3.1245 , 
trl.2345 
t7' 2.1345 
• ,
General formula for partial r : 
etc. 
r = 12.34 ••• n 
r12. 34 • • .• (n-1)- rln. 34 ••• (n-1) r 2n, ~4 ••• (n-1) 
~ 1-r2ln.34 ••• (n-1) v 1-r22n.34 ••• (n-1) 
This becomes for 3rd order partial r: 
• 
' 
r = 13.245 
r - r r 13.24 - ~5.~ pp.24 
etc. 
f.• Garrett, Henry E., Statistic~ in PsycholOgy §nd Educatio;, 
Longmans, Green and Co. 1947, pp. 404-432. 
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2nd order partial r: 
rl2.3 - rl4.3 r24.3 
1st order partial r: 
rl2 - rl3 r23 
\~1 2 \/'-1--r-2-
V 1.-r 13 V 23 
r = 12.3 
• , r 14.!3 
etc. 
= 
The formulas for deriving the regression equation for pre-
dicting sophomore year average are exactly the same with the 
exception that the number 6 appears wherever the number 1 ap-
pears in the formulas on the preceding page. 
After the two regression equations were derived, the two 
coefficients of multiple correlation were determined, and 
standard and probable errors of estimate and coeff icients 
of forecasting efficiency were computed. The formulas used 
for these were:B 
a. Garrett, Henry E., Statistics in Psy1hology anq Education, 
Longmans, Green and Company, 194 • 
e t c 
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Standard Error of EstLma~ 
tr (est Xl) = g--1.2345 
Probable Error of Estimate 
PE (est ~) = .6745 ~1 • 2345 
Coefficient_of Multinle Correlation 
Second Formula: 
(Used as Check) 
Rl(2345) = 
2 
q-- 1.2345 
(/'2 
1 
- (Ii} 
Coefficient of Forecasting Efficiencz - (E) . 
E = 1 - ~ 1 - R2 
Using the regression equations, predicted freshman year 
averages were determined for each of the 110 cases and pre-
dicted sophomore year averages for each of the 108 cases. 
These predicted averages were compared with the actual 
averages earned by each of the cases to determine which boys 
had "over-achieved" (earned a college average higher than 
the predicted average) and which had "under-achieved" 
(earned a college average lower than the predicted average). 
In addition, the predicted and actual averages were compared 
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by colleges to determine which colleges had been the most 
dif~icult, and which the least difficult for these gradu-
ates of the St. Louis Country Day School. 
Those boys who had over-achieved or under-achieved by 
more than the standard error or estimate during both their 
freshman and sophomore college year were then singled out. 
These 17 cases, there were 7 under-achievers, 7 over-achievers, 
and 3 who under-achieved freshman year and over~achieved sopho-
more year, were studied carefully as individual case studies 
in an effort to determine what other factors besides those 
used as criteria in the regression equations influenced 
scholastic achievement in college. 
The files at St. Louis Country Day on each of these boys 
was explored and their previous instructors consulted in an 
effort to determine certain personality factors that might 
be characteristic of future over-achievers or under-achievers. 
In addition, an attempt was made to make a personal con-
tact with each of these boys. Several lived in St. Louis, or 
visited St. Louis during vacations, and were contacted for 
personal or telephone interviews. Others who had moved out 
of town or who were in service were written to in an effort 
to gain their views on their success or lack of success 1n 
coll~ge. Unfortunately, no return letters were received. 
In those cases where the family still lived in St. Louis, 
some information was gathered by telephone interviews with 
-. 
the parents. 
All of the material that was gathered on each of these 
17 cases as . summed up in an effort to determine what 
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personality traits, study habits, etc., could be selected 
as factors influencing scholastic success in college. A 
list of these factors was drawn up for use in tempering 
the predictions arrived at .via the regression equations. 
CHAPTER IV 
Results 
The first results obtained in this study were the mean 
(K) and standard deviation (~) for each of the distributions. 
These were determined with the aid ot IBM machines at Wash-
ington University. Table 5 lists these Vts and ~'s with 
the subscripts denoting the distribution as indicated to 
the lett of the table. As mentioned in the previous chapter~ 
this system of notation was adopted for ease in recording 
results and for shifting formulas from one regression equa-
tion to the other. 
Table 5 
Means and Standard Deviations 
N= 110 H=l08 
Standard Standard 
Distribution llean Deviation Mean Deviation 
1. College Ave. 
d'l Freshman Yr. Ill = 25.59 d'J.= 6.53 Ill= 25.69 = 6.49 
E. High School 
80.78 q-2. Ave. 4 Years 112 = cr-2. 7.95 •2= 80.94 7.93 
3. ACPE Score )(3 =13~.79 tr3 •20.36 113=137.63 6'3 =20.50 
4. CEEB, M-Score }.{4 =620.75 4'4 =86.33 114•622.79 tr4 =85.74 
5. CElm, v-score 115 =58S.63 d"' 5 =96 • 08 115=585.32 r-5 =96.l5 
a. College Ave. 
L.= o:. 
-
_S_ophomore Yr. 25.4:8 6.73 
7. High School 
p--7 = 7.62 Ave. Senior Ir. ~ = 80.25 q-7 = 7.66 117= 80.42 
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These results brought out several points of signiricance. 
The M2 value of 80.78 for the 110 boys under study is con-
siderably above the mean high school average for all gradua~es 
of the St. Louis Country Day School, which is in the middle 
70's. The mean high school average of the boys entering the 
freshman class or each of the colleges is listed in Table 6. 
With the exception of Brown, all nine colleges have admitted 
boys from Country Day whose mean high school average is 
greater than the mean high school average for all graduates 
of Country Day. 
Table 6 -
Mean High School Average of College Entrants 
COLLEGE ENTERElt KEAN HIGH SCHOOL AVERAGE 
AMHERST 85.5 
HARVARD 85.1 
WILLIAMS 82.6 
YALE 8.2.4 
K~·I. T. 82.2 
PRINCETON ·. 8l.8 
' 
CORNELL 80.4 
'AIIIINGTON 77.9 
BROWN 70.9 
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Referring again to Table 5, the comparison between v1 
and M6 is of interest. The college average of Country Day 
graduates is slightly lower during their sophomore year 
than it was during their freshman year. This slight drop 
might be caused by the fact that in some courses work during 
the freshman year may have repeated material already covered 
in high school. 
The comparison of K4 and M5 shows that the average math-
ematical aptitude of these 110 Country Day graduates was con-
siderably better than their average verbal aptitude. 
In Table 7 the coefficients of correlation are listed for 
all the intercorrelations between the various sets of data. 
With each value of r is the r number that will be used 
henceforth when referring to that value. For example, r 12 
is the coefficient of correlation between distributions 1 and 
2, which are: college average, freshman yea.r, and high school 
average, 4 years. These values of r are rounded off to two 
places as it was felt greater accuracy was not justified due 
to the fact that high school averages and college grades are 
only given to two places. Colleges using a letter system 
for grading omit + and signs on their transcripts, 
thus throwing all their grades in a very few groups. 
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'!'able 1 
Coefficients of Correlation 
_N_· = 110 N IZ 1 8 0 
,... 
Ill Q) Q) -..as 
F-1 F-1 F-1 ~ • "Q) 
.-fa! 0 0 .-fO Q)>f 
OQ) Q) (J (J 0...-f t:o-
0~ F-1 til til OS:: <<» 
-5~ 0 I I ,.C:Q) F-1 (J ::11!1 > CJtll Q)0 
Cll til Cll bOS 
.. .. .. .. Q)O 
.c: • r.1 ~ ~ .c: .,... r-I.C: bi)Q) ~ bOQ)al .-fP. 
..-tt:o> CJ J;l;l 1%1 ..-t~Q) 00 
~< < CJ CJ ~<>f C) til 
• • • • • • 
"-2 tO .qt I{) t- «> 
1. College Ave. 
Freshman Ir. rl2•· 78 r 13=.5l r 14=.53 r 15=.56 r 17=.75 rle=.78 
2. High School 
Ave., 4 Irs. r 23=.68 r24=.65 r 25=.62 r 27=.90 r 26=.69 
3. ACPE Score r 34=.55 r 35=.72 r 37=.67 t-36=.47 
4. CEEB, M-
Score r 45=.47 r 47=.52 r 46=.40 
5. CEEB, V-
Score r 57=.64 r56•.4:6 
'· 
High School 
Ave. Senior 
Year r 6r:.ee 
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The highest coefficient of correlation, .90, was be-
tween high school average, 4 years, .and high school average, 
senior year. This was to be expected as the first includes 
the second. It was .partially because of this high corre-
lation that it was decided not to use the senior year average 
as a separate predictor in the final regression equations. 
The high school average was found to be a far better 
predictor than ACPE and CEEB scores as can be seen by com-
paring r 12, r 13, r 14 and r 15, and again by comparing r 26 , 
r 36, r 46, and r 56 • For freshman year predictions, the CEEB 
V and K scores both rated slightly ahead of ACPE score; 
while for the sophomore year predictions, they both rated 
. slightly behind the ACPE score. In both cases, the CEEB 
V-score was found to be a better predictor than the M-score. 
All five predictors had a higher correlation with col .. 
lege freshman ·grades than with the sophomore grades. This 
was to be expected as the sophomore year is further remote 
from the time when the data for the predictors is gathered. 
It is interesting to note that for these 110 students the 
high school average is as good a predictor for the college 
freshman year as is the college fres~an year for the sopho-
. more year. In both cases the coefficient of correlation 
was .78. 
The lowest value of r was .40, between CEEB, M-score 
and college average; sophomore year. Even this, however, 
shows a substantial relationship between the two variables. 
The significance of the r's listed in Table 7 was 
tested against the null hypothesis, that there is no 
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relationship between the pairs of values in .each correla-
tion, by the formula 
t = 
• 
The value of t was determined for each value of r • 
The lowest value of t was 4.48 obtained from r 46, men-
tioned in the last paragraph. From Table 29, page 190 in 
Garrett, for both N = 110 and N = 108, t at the .05 level 
of significance is 1.98, and t at the .01 level is 2.63. 
Therefore, all values of r listed in Table 7 are signifi-
cant beyond the .01 level and the null hypothesis is clearly 
disproved. Significance beyond the .01 level means that 
the probability of obtaining any of the r's found in this 
study, if the true value of that r is .oo, is less than .ol. 
Garrett states, "there is fairly good agreement among 
workers with psychologi-cal and educ'ational tests th8.1t an •••••• 
r from ,. .40 to ± .70 denotes substantial or marked relation-
ship; r from t .70 to t 1~00 denotes high to very high re-
lationsh1p.•2 
In order to arrive at the final regression equations, 
partial coefficients or correlation and partial q-,s had to 
be determined. These lead to the partial regression coeffici-
ents which appear in the final equation. For clarity, an 
example of a partial coefficient of correlation of each 
order will be worked out with a brief explanation of its 
1. Garrett, Statistics !n Psychologx and Education, p. 298. 
2. ~., p. 333. 
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significance. The formulas used are listed in the previous 
chapter. 
_r_l_2_-__ r_~~3~r_2_a~------- _ 
~1 - r\3 ~1 
• 78 - (.51) {.68) 
(.862)(.733) 
= .69 
This value, r 12•3 = .69, indicates that the correlation be-
tween 1 and 2, college average, freshman year, and high 
school average, 4 years, would be .69 if 3, ACPE score, were 
held a constant. 
All of the first order partial coefficients of correlation 
for both the freshman and sophomore year predictions are listed 
in Table 8. 
+able 8 
First Order Partial Coeff icients of Correlation 
First-Order Partial r's First-Order Partial r's 
Freshman Prediction Sophomore Prediction 
r 12.3 = .69 rl5.2 = -.05 r62.3 = .57 r63.2 = .00(4) 
rl4.3 = .35 rl4.2 = .05 r64.3 = .19 e64.2 = -.09 
r24.3 = .45 r34.2 = .19 r24.3 = .45 r34.2 = .19 
rl5.3 = .32 r = .16 r65.3 .20 .06 15.2 • r65.2 = 
r54.3 = .13 r = .11 r54.3 = .13 r54.2 = .11 54.2 
r25.3 = .26 r35.2 = .52 r25.3 = .26 r35.2 = .52 
-- · 
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It is of significance to note that when the high school 
average, number 2, is held a constant, the other correla-
tions drop greatly. For example, r 13, the correlation be-
tween freshman average and ACPE score, was .47, but r 13•2, 
the same correlation when high school average has been held 
a constant, dropped to -.05, a slight negative correlation. 
This would indicate that two boys earning the same high 
school average would be of virtually equal likelihood to 
succeed in their freshman year at college regardless of any 
discrepancy that might appear in their I.Q.'s as measured 
by ACPE tests. 
As an example of second order partial r: 
r = 12.34 
rl2.3 - rl4.3 r24.3 
Yl-r214.3 ~ l-r2 24.3 
This indicates that the correlation between 1 and 2, 
freshman year average and high school average, is .64 when 
both 3 and 4, ACPE score and CEEB, M-score, are held con-
stant. Table 9 lists all second degree partial coefficients 
of correlation needed for the two regression equat_ions. 
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Table 9 
Second Order Partial Coefficients of Correlation 
Second Order Partial r's Second Order Partial r's 
Freshman Prediction Sonhomore Prediction 
rl2.34 = .64 r35.24 = .51 r62.34 = .55 r = 35.24 .51 
rl5.34 = .30 rl4.23 = .06 r = .18 r = -.09 65.34 64.23 
r = .23 r = .22 r = .23 r . = .07 25.34 15.23 25.34 65.23 
r - -.06 r 45.2.3 = .01 r63.24 = .02 r45.23 = .ol -13.24 
rl5.24 = .16 r65.24 = .07 
As an example of third-order partial r: 
r - r r 
- 12.34 15.34 25.34 .= 
r 12.345 - · ,__-2=----
:.64 - C.3o) (.23) 
(. 954) (. 973) 
== .61 
.1 l-r2 \/1-r y 15.34 y 25.34 
This indicated that the correlation between 1 and 2, 
freshman average and high school average, is .61 when 31 41 
and s; ACPE score, CEEB M-score , and CEEB V-score; are all 
held constant. Table 10 lists all third-degree partials 
needed for the two regression equations. 
Table 1.0 
Third Order Partial Coefficients of Correlation 
Third-Order Partial r's Third-Order Partial r's 
Freshman P~ediction Sonhomore Prediction 
r = .61 r = .53 12.345 62.345 
~ 
- · 
r13 .245 = -.17 r63.245 :a -.02 
.. -~ 
r14.235 == .06 r == -.09 64.235 
r * 15.234 .22 r65.234 = .07 
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• 
The value of the partial sigmas was next determined. 
For example: 
.I 2 (: 2 { 2 I 2 cr = o- V 1-r 1-r 1-r . 1-r 1.2345 1 12 13.2 14.23 15.234 = 
6.53(.626)(.999)(.998)(.976) = 3.98. 
This signifies that the variability of 1, college freshman 
grades, is 3.98 when freed of the influence of the four fac-
tors 21 5, 4 1 and 5, which are high school average, ACPE score, 
and CEEB M- and V-scores. In other words, if a group of in-
dividuals had equal values for each of these four factors, 
the standard deviation of the college freshman averages of the 
group would be 3.98. 
The values of all partial o- 's needed for the two regression 
equations are listed in Table 11. 
Iabl§ 11 
Partial Sigmas 
_ _..... . 
Partial cr' s for Partial a- ' s for 
Freshman Prediction Sonhomore Pt~d!ctlon 
<:r = 3.98 <T = 4.85 1.2345 6.2345 
<r = 4.01 (T. = 4.29 2 . 3451 2.3456 
-
(T = 12.4 CT 3 . 2456 = 12.7 3.2451 
a-. ::: 64.3 o-4.2356 = 63.7 4.2351 
<T = 62.9 a--_ = 64.3 5 . 2341 5.2346 
--
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Using the partial a-'s and third-order partial r's, the 
b - coefficients (partial regression coefficients) were 
computed. These coefficients give the weights to be attached 
to the scores of each of the independent variables in the 
regression equation. For example: 
a-1.2345 
a- 2.1345 
= .61 . ( 3 •98 ) = .61 4.01" 
This indicates that x2 which is an individual's high school 
average is to be multiplied by .61 to give the value of the 
f irst term in the regression equation for predicting freshman 
year averages. The four b - coefficients needed for each 
equation are listed in Table 12. These values are rounded 
off to two decimal places as was done with the r•s and partial 
r•s. 
Table 12 
Partial Regression Coefficients 
-
b-Coefficients for b-Coefficients for 
Freshman Prediction Sonbomore Predic~i~n 
= .61 b62.345 = .61 .. 12.345 
bl3.245 = -.06 b :: -.01 63.245 . 
. 
bl4.235 = .oo b64.235 = -.01 
bl5.234 = .01 b = 65.234 .01 
----
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The values of K were determined for each of the two 
equations, using the formula 
For the freshman year prediction equation, K = -21.28, end 
for the sophomore year equation, K = -22.14. The final 
regression equations are reached by substituting the values 
of K and the b-coefficients in the formula for the re-
gression equation, score form. 
The regression equation for prediction of college suc-
cess in the freshman year for graduates of St. I.ouis Country 
Day School is: 
In this equation, x2 is an individual's high school aver-
age; x3 , his ACPE score; x5, his CEEB V-score; and x1 , his 
predictg£ freshman average in college. x4 , the CEEB M-score, 
does not enter in to this equation as its coefficient, cor-
rect to the nearest hundredth, was .00. 
The regression equation for prediction of sophomore year 
success for the same graduates is: 
In this equation, x6 is the individual's nred1cted col-
lege sophomore average. 
The standard errors of estimate of the two equa.tions 
were computed earlier as (T 
1.2345 
and <r 
6.2345 • 
The 
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yalues were as follows: 
Standard error of estimate of freshman average prediction • 3.98 
Standard error of estimate of sophomore average prediction = 4.85 
These values indicate that the chances are about two out 
of three that any student's actual freshman average will be 
within± 3.98 points of his predicted freshman average, and 
the same odds that his actual sophomore average will be within 
± 4.85 points of his predicted sophomore average; using, of 
course, the marking system of this study. 
The probable error of estimate, which is .6745 multiplied 
by the standard error of estimate, was also determined. 
Probable error of estimate of freshman average prediction = 2.68 
Probable error of estimate of sophomore average prediction = 3.27 
These ·values indicate that the chances are about one out 
of two that any student's actual freshman average will be with-
in ± 2.68 points of his predicted freshman average, and the 
same odds that his actual sophomore average will be within 
t 3.27 points of his predicted sophomore average. 
The coefficient of multiple correlation (R) was determined 
for both equations using the formula 
1 - (j 1. 2~411 V
----2=------
Rl(2345) = o-l 2 
(For sophomore equation, 6 is substituted for 1). The value 
of R for the freshman year regression equation is .79 and for 
the sophomore year equation, .69. These values were checked 
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by using the optional formula: 
Rl(2345) = 
In each case, the value of R was the same with both formulas. 
Both values of R were tested for significance and found to be 
significant beyond the .01 level. 
The coefficients of forecasting efficiency (E) were also 
determined for the two equations using the formula: 
E = 1 - vl - R2 • 
The value of E was .49 for the freshman year equation and .28 
for the sophomore year equation. These values of E may be 
interpreted to mean that the freshman regression equation is 
49% more efficient in predicting the college freshman grades 
than predictions based on prior college freshman grades alone 
would be, and that the sophomore regression equation is 28% 
more efficient in predicting college sophomore grades than 
predictions based on prior college sophomore grades alone 
would be. 
These statistics indicate that the two regression equa-
tions, particularly the freshman year equation, are efficient 
enough to be of real value in the prediction of college success. 
The high school average was found to be a far more important 
factor than any of the other three predictors. It was not 
unexpected that a four-year cumulative average of many tests, 
etc., would be a better predictor than a score on one s1~gle 
test. The relative unimportance of _IQ and college board 
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results point out the danger of basing college admittance 
solely, or even largely, on either or both of these. Of 
course, with the varying standards of our secondary schools, 
it is difficult for the colleges to compare averages of boys 
from different schools. Rank in class might be a better 
measure in such cases, 
It should be pointed out that a glance at the b-coefficients 
alone give an exaggerated picture of the relative importance 
of the high school average in comparison with the other in-
dependent variables. The high school average is a smaller 
number than any of the other three (averaging approximately 
81, to 138 for ACPE score, and 621 and 587 for the two CEEE 
scores) and thus is not 61 times as important a factor as 
might first be gathered from a comparison of the b-coetf1cients. 
The beta weights are needed to give a true picture of the 
relative weight with which each Lndependent Tariable con-
tributes to the criterion, independently of the other factors. 
The formula for the beta weight is: 
f3 • b q-2 
12.34 •••• n 12.34 •••• n ~ 
1 
(3) 
The beta weight for high school average for freshman year 
equation is thus given by formula: 
l:l - b !!L =· 6·1 ( 7 •95 ) a 74 
'"'12.345 - 12.345 q- . • 6.53 ! 
1 
3. Garrett, Statistics in Pstcholggx and Education, p. 421. 
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Table 13 lists all the beta weights ror both rreshman and 
sophomore year factors. 
Table 13 
Beta Weights 
Beta Weights for Freshman Beta Weights for Sophomore 
Prediction Fa~tors Prediction Factors 
~ = .74 13, = .72 12.345 62.345 
13 :: ... 19 1363.245 = -.03 13.245 
~14.235 = .oo 1364.235 = -.13 
~ = 15.234 .15 1365.234 = .14 
These results indicate that the high school average is 
about 5 times as important a predictor than is CEEB V-score 
for both freshman and sophomore college year predictions. 
The other two predictors, CEEB M-score and ACPE score, have 
zero or negative beta weights and affect the prediction not 
at all or in a negative direction. 
The two regression equations were used to predict freshman 
and sophomore year college averages for the 110 boys in the 
study. These predicted averages were compared with their 
actual averages for the two years. A complete list or these 
results listing: case number, college attended, predicted 
average both freshman and sophomore years, actual average 
both freshman and sophomore years, and the divergence of the 
actual average from the predicted average for each year, is 
found as Appendix A. 
. llosfon Unlversify! ', 
Bcbool of Education 
- - Library; · 
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It must be realized that t he accuracy of the predictions 
made in these 110 cases does not necessarily give a true 
picture or the value of these equations for future predic-
tions. The college grades of these 110 cases were used in 
deriving the equations for predicting the grades for these 
same cases, and so, therefore, a fairly close agreement be-
tween predicted and actual grades was to be expected. How 
well these equations will predict in the future must be left 
for a follow-up study to determine. 
After the predicted averages were rounded off to the 
nearest whole number a s are the actual averages, it wa s 
found that f or the 110 cases in the freshman year study, S4 
had actual averages greater than their predicted averages, 
49 had actual averages less than thei.r predicted averages, 
and 7 had actual averages equal to their ~redicted averages. 
For the 108 cases in the sophomore year study, 52 had 
actual averages greater than their predicted averages, 47 had 
actual averages less than t heir predicted averages, and 9 
had actual averages equal to their predicted averages. 
As a check, it was deter mined whether or not approximately 
two-,thirds of the cases in both the freshman and sophomore 
year studies had divergences that fell within the standard 
error of estimate. For example, in the freshman year equa-
tion, the standard error of estimate was found to be 3.98 
(page 47). Therefore, for a case to fall within the stand ard 
error of estimate, the actual freshman average for the in-
dividual must lie between his predicted average + 3.98 and 
his predicted average - 3.98. For the freshman year prediction 
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equation, 74 cases, or 67.3%, fall within the standard error 
of estimate. For the sophomore equation, where 0' s 4.85, 
78 cases, or 72.2%, fall within the standard error of esti-
mate. For each of the studies then, slightly more than t wo-
thirds of the cases fall within the standard error of esti-
mate. 
These comparisons of predicted and actual college averages 
were sorted by colleges and the mean of each found for each 
college in an effort to determine which of the nine colleges 
were the most difficult, and which the least diff icult, for 
St. Louis Country Day School graduates. The results of this 
study are listed in Table 14. Only those students who spent 
the entire year at one college are included. 
These results indicate that Cornell has been the least 
difficult for St. Louis Country Day graduates during both 
their freshman and sophomore years. Other Country Day 
graduates have found Washington University during the fresh-
man year, and Amherst and Harvard during both years, to be, 
on the average, colleges where they could attain an actual 
grade higher than their predicted grade. 
In the other extreme, Yale and Williams have been the 
most difficult colleges for graduates of the St. Louis 
Country Day School. 
The predicted grades for Country Day graduates at Prince-
ton have been the most nearly accurate among the nine colleges. 
This may be partially due to the fact that prediction in-
creases ~~th the number of cases and more boys attended Prince-
ton than any of the other eight colleges. 
COLLEGE 
Amherst 
Brown 
Cornell 
Harvard 
II. I. T. 
Princeton 
Wash. 0. 
Williams li 
Yale 
~OTAL 
ALL 
CASES 
----·· ~-
Table 14 
Comparison of Predicted and Actual Averages by College 
Number Mean Mean Number IKe an Mean 
Attended Predicted Actual Attended !Predicted Actual 
Freshman Freshman Fresh. Sophomor4 Sophomore So ph. 
Year Average Aver. !Divergence Year Average Aver. Diver-'tence 
11 28.3 31.0 +2.7 10 28.2 29.7 +1.5 
11 19.3 17.4: -1.9 10 19.5 19.8 +0.3 
14 25.4 28.4 +3.0 12 25.4 28.1 +2.7 
8 28.4 29.6 +1.2 9 28.P. 30.1 +1.9 
5 25.9 26.2 +0.3 5 26.3 24.2 -2.1 
24 26.4 25.9 -0.5 24 26.1 25.9 -O.P. 
13 24.1 25.5 +1.4 17 23.5 22.6 -0.9 
5 26.4 21.2 -5.2 3 28.0 25.7 -2.3 
16 26.9 ·24.8 -2.1 15 27.2 24.3 -2.9 
110 25.5 25.6 +0.1 108 25.5 25.5 o.o 
--- --- - -----
I 
I 
(11 
CJ;I 
' 
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As indicated by the mean predicted average, Harvard and 
Amherst have drawn the Country Day graduates who on the aver-
age have the most promise for scholastic success in college. 
Bro'm and second, Washington University, have drawn the 
graduates with the least scholastic promise. The regression 
equation tends to be conservative and not to predict high 
enough for the ~ able student. This may account for the 
fact that Country Day graduates at Harvard and Amherst have 
plus divergences. 
To substantiate the author's belief that these equations 
do not predict high enough averages for the most able students, 
perfect scores for each of the four factors (100 for high 
school average, etc.) were fed into the equations, with the 
resulting predicted averages of 35.7 for freshman year and 
36.9 for sophomore year. This indicates that the highest 
possible predictions that these equations could arrive at 
are 35.7 for college freshman year and 36.9 for college sopho-
more year. However, actual scores of 40.0 are possible for 
both years. Therefore, any individual who obtains a college 
freshman average above 35.7 or a college sophomore average 
above 36.9 will have a plus divergence regardless of his 
high school record and scores on ACPE and CEEB tests. 
A "perfect" score in a college course (a score that 
earns a 40 under this ~ded score system) is certainly far 
easier to obtain than a perfect score of 100 in a high school 
course. If all colleges used a numerical grading system 
similar to that used at St. Louis Country Day, then this 
coded score system would not be necessary and the final 
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regression equations would probably make more accurate pre-
dictions for the very able students. 
As a further comparison of the success of St. Louis 
Country Day graduates at each of the nine colleges, Table 
15 was drawn up. This table shows not only those students 
who were •over-achievers," actual average greater than pre-
dicted average, and those who were "under-achievers," actual 
average less than predicted average, but also those who over-
achieved or under-achieved beyond the standard error of es-
timate. As was true in Table 14, boys who changed college 
during the year were not included. 
Table 15 shows that Cornell and Amherst have easily the 
highest percentage of over-achievers during the freshman 
year with Yale and Williams the lowest. The difference is 
not as great during the sophomore year where Cornell and 
Harvs.rd have the highest percentage of over-achievers and 
Yale again the lowest. The greater difference during the 
freshman year may be caused by differing amounts of over-
lapping of course material tn high school and college among 
the nine different colleges. 
Using the table in Appendix A, those graduates whose 
actual freshman and sophomore college averages differed 
markedly f .rom their predicted scores were singled out for 
individual case studies 1n an effort to determine what other 
factors influence college success. It was decided to limit 
this individual attention to those boys whose actual averages 
differed by more than the standard error of estimate from the 
predicted averages during both the freshman and sophomore 
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Table 15 
Comnarison of Over-A_chievers and Under-Achievers bY Colleg.e_ 
Freshman Year Sophomore Year 
over- ona.er- over- unaer-
Achievers Achievers Achievers Achievers 
COLLEGE Tota~ Beyond Total I Beyond Total I.Beyona. Total Beyond 
l<J l<J 1<1 lCJ 
Amherst 9 4 2 0 6 1 4 0 
Brown 3 0 8 3 5 2 5 1 
Cornell 12 6 2 0 8 3 4 0 
Harvard 4 3 4 0 6 £ 3 1 
ll. I. T. 3 l 2 1 3 1 2 2 
Princeton 12* 0 11* 4 13 0 11 2 
Wash. u. 8 4 5 l 8 4 9 4 
Williams 1 0 4 4 1 1 2 1 
Yale 3 0 13 4 3 0 12 4 
* 1 Princeton freshman had 0.0 divergence from predicted average. 
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years. There were 17 cases that met these requirements: 
7 over-achieved beyond the standard error of estimate during 
both freshman and sophomore years; 7 under-achieved during 
both years, and 3 under-achieved during the freshman year 
and over-achieved during the sophomore year. Table 16 gives 
the information on these 17 cases extracted from Appendix A. 
The school _files on each of these 17 cases were studied, 
members of the faculty of the St. Louis Country Day School 
were consulted, and, when possible, personal conferences 
with each of the graduates were arranged in an effort to 
find the reasons for this over- or under-achievement. 
For organizational purposes, those students who over-
achieved during both freshman and sophomore years will be 
discussed first, followed by those who under-achieved both 
years, and lastly those who under-achieved one year and 
over-achieved the next year. 
Case Studies of Over-Achiexer~ 
CASE 00§ 
003 attended St. Louis Country Day during his four high 
school years, graduating in 1948. At Country Day he was a 
very quiet, conscientious ' student. He seldom took part in 
class discussions, but did his work faithfully •. He was quite 
self-conscious and often the butt of his .classmates' jokes. 
His high school grades were consistently in the 70's and low 
80's and his average for the four years was 76. There were 
those among the faculty that felt that he had the ability to 
earn a higher average. His highest grades at Country Day 
during his final two years were earned in mathematics~ 
Table 16 
Predicted and Actual Averages of Cases Singled Out f or Individual Study 
College Predicted Actual College Predicted Actual 
Freshman Average Average Diver- Sophomore Aver age Average 
Case No. Year Fresh. Yr. Fresh. Yr. gence Year SoiJh. Yr. Sonh. Yr. 
003 Cornell 24.1 29 +4.9 Cornell 23.0 32 
-
021 Amherst 25.2 32 +6.8 Amherst 25.1 32 
025 Yale 33.1 29 -4.1 Yale 35.3 29 
032 Williams 25.2 15 -10.2 Williams 23.3 14 
037 Yale 
Wash. U. 19.9 13 -6.9 Wash. U. 19.7 01 
038 Wash. U. 24.3 20 -4.3 Wash. U. 23.6 16 
039 Brown 20.6 16 -4.6 Brown 20.2 26 
040 Wash. u. 31.9 40 +8.1 Wash. u. 31.2 37 
063 Cornell 24.8 33 +8.2 Cornell 25.1 31 
066 Williams 30.3 24 -6.3 Wash. u. 29.7 35 
074 M. I. T. 25.0 19 -6.0 ?l. I. T. 24.1 16 
077 Yale 23.6 16 -7.6 Harvard 25.0 15 
083 Brown 21.1 16 -5.1 Brown 20.8 26 
096 Cornell 19.9 26 +6.1 Cornell 19.6 25 
097 Harvard 30.7 36 +5.3 Harvard 31.6 39 
100 M. I. T. 19.5 24 +4.5 -M. I. T. 19.2 30 
107 Yale 29.6 25 -4.6 Ya~e 30.6 ---2o--
-----
----
'--- - ~ -- - --- - -
Diver-
gence 
+9.0 
+6.9 
-6.3 
-9.3 
-
-18.7 
-7.6 
-
+5.8 
-
+5.8 
+5.9 
+5.3 
-8.1 
-10.0 
+5.2 
+5.4 
+7.4 
+10.8 
r-::ro.~ 
I 
(}I 
(J) 
I 
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physics, chemistry, and American history. He entered Cornell 
· in the fall of 1948 and took up the study of engineering, in 
which he did very well during both the freshman and sopho-
more years. 003 is now living in Washington, D. c., and thus 
could not be reached for personal interview. He did not reply 
to a letter asking for information on factors pertaining to 
his college success. 
Serious attitude and the incentive of concentrating on a 
field, engineering, that both appealed to him and was rela-
tively easy for him were probably the main factors behind 
the over-achievement of 003 at Cornell. 
CASE 02~ 
021 attended Country Day during his last two years ot 
high school after covering ninth and tenth grades in one of 
the St. Louis County high schools. He did well at Country 
Day, averaging 80 for the two years, but appeared to have 
more ability than this average would indicate. He had dif-
ficulty becoming adjusted to this school and was not readily 
accepted by the other boys. As is not unusual for boys en-
tering at the junior year level, his background in several 
fields was found to be somewhat weaker than his classmates. 
He graduated from Country Day in 1951 and entered Amherst 
that fall. During his first two years at Amherst, he did 
considerably better than would have been predicted using 
the regression equations. In a personal interview, 021 
expressed his belief that he worked somewhat harder at 
Amherst than he had at Country Day. Particularly during his 
freshman year he felt keenly the fact that he was a long way 
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rrom home and worried about his success. As a result he was 
more conscientious than at any previous time and devoted long 
hours to his textbooks. In addition, he spent far less time 
on extra-curricula activities at Amherst than he had in high 
school. He expressed great satisfaction in his choice of 
college. 
The major factors that caused over-achievement in the 
case of 021 would seem to be: his late entry at Country Day 
which undoubtedly arfected his average there; his serious, 
conscientious attitude; and being happier and better adjusted 
at Amherst. 
CAS. 040 
040 did an excellent job at Country Day during his four 
high school years and graduated in 1951 with a 92 average. 
He entered Washington University that fall and scored a 
straight A record during his freshman year, and only slightly 
below that the following year. At Country Day, he was a quiet, 
extremely conscientious student with outstanding ability in 
science and mathematics. He majored in Engineering Physics 
at Washington University. In a personal interview, 040 re-
ported that at Washington he was able to devote greater atten-
tion to the study of science and mathematics which he pre-
rerred, and he spent less time on athletics and other extra-
curricula activities than at Country Day. He felt that at 
least two of his freshman courses repeated considerable 
material that he had already covered in high school. 
Conscientious attitude and concentration on mathematics 
and science courses would appear to be the major reasons 
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£or the over-achievement o£ 040. In addition, the regression 
equations derived in this study tend to be conservative in 
their predictions for the most able students. 
CASE 063 
063 had an average of 81 during his four years of high 
school at Country Day. He was. classified by his instructors 
there as a good worker. There were those who felt, however, 
that he did not make full use of his ability. He graduated 
from Country Day in 1948 and made a very fine record at 
Cornell during the freshman and sophomore years. He entered 
the Engineering School at Cornell and eventually graduated 
from Rensaleer Polytechnic Institute with a highly satis-
factory record. At Country Day his highest grades were 
mad.e in mathematics and science. 063 is now in the army and · 
did not respond to a letter asking for additional information. 
Not enough facts and opinions could be gathered on this 
case for careful diagnosis but it would appear that the 
engineering major in college might be largely responsible 
for the success of 063. He was both more interested in and 
had greater ability in mathematics and sciences than in his 
other courses during his high school years. 
CAS£ 096 
096 was at Country Day for only two years after moving 
to St. Louis from California. He was rather upset at that 
time due to the recent death of his father. His record at 
Country Day was not very strong as he averaged 69 for the 
two years. He graduated from Country Day in 1948 and en-
tered the Agricultural School at Cornell that fall. He is 
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now serving in the army and did not respond to a letter 
requesting additional information. A telephone conversa-
tion with his mother revealed that 096 was very interested 
in his agricultural work at college. After his graduation 
from Cornell, he ran a nursery farm of his own until his 
induction into the army. 
Interest in agriculture evidently gave 096 the incen-
tive for greater application at Cornell than at Country Day. 
His late entry to Country Day with the ensuing problems o.f 
adjustment probably affected his high school average. 
CASE 097 
097 graduated from Country Day in 1949 and entered 
Harvard that fall. His record during his final two years 
at Country Day was outstanding. He averaged 95 for those 
two years and had no grade below 98 in his four mathematics 
and science courses. In addition, he had extremely high 
scores on ACPE and CEEB exams .taken during his senior year. 
A poorer record during his first two years held his four-
year high school average down to 91. He became extremely 
interested in chemistry during his high school work and 
decided then to pursue this field in college. He received 
a scholarship to Harvard and made an excellent record there. 
He is now a graduate student of chemistry. 097 could not 
be reached for a personal interview. 
If college prediction for 097 had been based on his 
final two years of high school work, his predicted average 
would have been considerably closer to his actual average 
in college. His great interest in chemistry may have given 
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him an added incentive during his £inal years in high school 
and at college • . Also, as has been mentioned be£ore, these 
regression equations are conservative and tend to under-
predict £or the most brilliant students. 
CASE 100 
100 graduated £rom Country Day in 1946 and matriculated 
to M. I. T. His record at Country Day was not very strong. 
He did his best work in science and mathematics, but even 
these grades were rar from outstanding. His most difficult 
subject was English. During his high school years he was 
a very tall, gangling youth who impressed his instructors 
as being a hard worker with a very weak baekg~ound in Eng-
lish grammar. lOO's record atM. I. T. was considerably 
better than would have been predicted. His only low grade 
of the freshman and sophomore years was recei.ved in his 
one English course, a course in English composi.ti.on. He 
later graduated from K. I. T., took graduate work in 
engineeri.ng at Purdue, and is already making a success or 
himself as an engineer. 100 could not be reacped £or a 
personal interview. In a telephone conversation with his 
mo~~er, she credited his college success to a greater in-
centive and a more mature attitude. 
100 channeled his college work into the £ields in which 
he was most · able and interested. It seems probable that 
he did better with his engine-ring program than he would 
have with a broader, liberal arts curriculum. Greater 
incentive and a more mature attitude probably were other 
contributing factors to his over-achievement at M. I. T. 
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~ase Studies o~ Qnder-Achievers 
gASE 025 
025's average of 97 for his four high school years at 
·· country Day is certainly one of the most outstanding records 
ever compiled at this school. In addition to his scholastic 
achievements, he· was editor of the school paper during his 
senior year and held an important literary position on the 
yearbook staff. 025 graduated from Country Day in 1950 
and entered Yale that fall. His average at Yale during both 
the freshman and sophomore years was well below what would 
have been predicted for him. In a personal interview he 
reported that he devoted even more time to extra-curricular 
activitie~ at Yale than he had at Country Day. His main 
interest was to gain an important position on the Yale paper 
(he eventually became editor-in-chief) and during his fresh-
man year he estimated that he spent approximately 40 hours 
per week as a heeler. He cut classes frequently and did 
not devote as much time to his assignments as at Country 
Day. He felt there was very little stimulation in his 
freshman courses and he found no great incentive to study. 
He majored in English at Yale with the intention of even-
tually becoming a lawyer but said that this desire was not 
strong enough to be a great incentive·. After graduation 
from Yale he entered Harvard Law School, but soon dropped 
out through lack of interest. He is now looking for a job 
on one of the St. Louis newspapers. 
025 evidently lacked the necessary incentive to do the 
work he was capable of at Yale. He found his extra-curricula 
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activities more interesting and had a goal there that he 
felt well worth working for. It would seem now that a 
major in journalism would have been a far better choice 
for him. 
CASE 032 
032 averaged 80 during his four years at Country Day 
with foreign languag.e and history his strongest subjects. 
He did not impress his instructors as being a particularly 
conscientious worker, though he never had serious dirficulty 
with any of his courses. His average during his junior and 
senior years was lower than during the first two years. 032 
graduated from Country Day in 1948 and entered Williams 
College that fall. His grades at Williams were very low and 
he was in rather serious s9holastic difficulty during both 
the freshman and sophomore years. In a personal interview 
032 reported a lack of incentive during his college career. 
He was not very happy at Williams during the first year or 
so and had little choice as to a field of concentration. 
He reported that he did not have a serious attitude toward 
his college work and seldom did more than about 20% of the 
reading required in any course. He felt that he had devoted 
more time to his school work at Country Day than at Williams, 
but admitted that he was not a conscientious student even in 
high school. The material covered in his courses at Williams 
did not seem to him to be any more difficult than that at 
Country Day. Be reported that his grades improved during his 
senior year at Williams. A member of the Country Day faculty 
visited 032 at Williams and stated that he looked like "a bum." 
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Lack of incentive and a lackadaisical attitude toward 
his scholastic work were probably the main reasons behind 
S32's severe under- achievement in college. His attitude 
was not mature enough to assimilate satisfactorily the 
transition from home to college. 
QASE 037 
037's record at Country Day was below average for the 
school. His four-year average was 73, and a fourth-year 
Spanish grade of 83 was his only honor grade during the last 
two years. His instructors at Country Day agreed that he 
had sufficient ability to do a better job than he did in 
high school. He graduated from Country Day in 1947 and 
entered Yale that fall. At the end of the first semester 
at Yale he had failures in three courses and a low grade in 
the fourth. As a result he was required to withdraw. He 
entered Washington University immediately therea.fter and 
did quite well during the remainder of that year. The fol -
lowing year, however, he failed six of seven courses taken 
a t Washington and at the end of the year dropped out of 
college. 037 is now living in Oklahoma and could not be 
reached for an interview. Hi s mother, in a telephone con-
versation, reported that 037 was completely lacking in incen-
tive at college. His father, himsel.f a doctor, was adamant 
that the boy take a pre-medical course. 037 was not in-
terested in medicine as a career and in high school had 
shown both a lack of interest and ability 1n science 
courses. According to his mother, 037 decided definitely 
during his second year at Washington that he would rather 
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work than attend courses and, as a result, cut most or his 
classes and spent his evenings on social activities. 
This would appear to be a rather obvious case of lack 
of incentive. Not only was 037 uninterested in his college 
work, but, in addition, he was being pushed by an over-
demanding parent into a program .for which he was not suited. 
CASE 038 
038 is the brother of 037. His record at Country Day 
was considerably better than his brother's as he averaged 
80 for the four high school years. His highest grades were 
in mathematics and science. He was a conscientious student 
and impressed his instructors as a boy who was doing a fine 
job with average ability. Be graduated from Country Day in 
1951 and entered Washington University that fall. His record 
at Washington was lower than would have been predicted during 
both the freshman and sophomore years. In a personal inter-
view, 038 admitted that he did not work as conscientiously 
during his first two years at college as he had at Country 
Day. Be is taking a pre-medical course at Washington (now 
in his senior year) but has never been particularly enthu-
siastic about it. His courses during the first two years 
did not stimulate him to any great effort. Be felt that 
because his amount of preparation was not as closely checked 
in college, he tended to let it slide. Also at college he 
became greatly interested in the social activities of his 
fraternity and spent much of his time on this. 
038 evidently lacked an incentive for study at Wash-
ington University. While at Country Day he had to put a 
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little more than the average amount o£ ef£ort into his work 
in order to fully grasp the subject being studied. The 
goal of high grades and the constant pressure of instructors 
and advisor gave him the incentive he needed. He was much 
more on his own at college and did not respond well to this 
new freedom. 
CASE 074 
074 compiled an average of 79 during his four high school 
years at Country Day. He impressed his instructors as a 
heavy, immature boy with a somewhat lazy attitude. He ex-
pressed an interest in engineering and did very well in his 
science courses, but only fair in mathematics. 
from Country Day in 1948 and entered M. I. T. 
He graduated 
His college 
record was considerably poorer than would have been predicted 
using the regression equations. His only high grades during 
his first two college years were in military science and 
chemistry. 074 is now serving a term in the army and did 
not respond to a letter requesting additional information. 
though 074 was able to specialize in a field which in-
terested him at college, he still was an under-achiever. 
Though information is insufficient for a complete analysis, 
it would appear that immaturity and lack of serious attitude 
might be at least partially responsible for this. 
CASE 077 
077 attended Country Day for three of his four high 
school years. During his junior year, he was at the Hill 
School. He impressed his Country Day instructors as a boy 
with considerable ability who lacked a serious attitude 
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toward his work; he was tabbed as an unpredictable charac-
ter. He averaged 78 during his three years at Country Day 
and reached 83 during the senior year. 077 graduated from 
Country Day in 1947 and entered Yale that fall. He did not 
compile an impressive record at Yale during his freshman 
year and was not satisfied with his choice of college. He 
transferred to Harvard at the end of that first year. His 
record at Harvard during his sophomore year was no better 
than at Yale. In a personal interview 077 admitted that he 
studied very little at either high school or college. He 
was interested in science, chemistry in particular, but 
could not see that his college courses were leading toward 
his goal. When questioned, he was unable to define his goal 
specifically, but felt that if he had had more freedom in 
his laboratory work, he would have accomplished considerably 
more. He said that grades as such were never a great incen-
tive for him. He was not happy at either Harvard or Yale 
and feels now that a smaller college would have been a far 
better choice for him. 
077 did not find an incentive to study at either Harvard 
or Yale. The pressure of more constant supervision at Country 
Day probably caused the somewhat better results there. His 
lack of serious attitude was also a handicap. A boy with 
numerous eccentricities might be expected to vary considerably 
from advance predictions in any type of study. 
C(ASE lQ:Z 
107 was a serious, conscientious student during his four 
high school years at Country Day. He averaged 88 despite a 
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marked lack of ability in courses of a mathematical or 
scientific nature. In his junior year he earned a 63 in 
mathematics while his other three grades were 86 or above. 
In his senior year his chemistry grade was 76 while English, 
French, and History were all 89 or above. 107 graduated 
from Country Day in 1951 and entered Yale that fall. His 
average at Yale during both the freshman and sophomore 
years was considerably below the predicted average. His 
lowest grades during those two years were in mathematics, 
physics, and naval science. The family of 107 no longer 
live in St. Louis, and he did not respond to a letter sent 
to Yale asking for additional inf'ormation. 
The information O'n 107 is not complete enough for a 
careful diagnosis, but it seems certain that had he been 1n 
a college program that did not require mathematics and 
science his record would have been considerably better. In 
addition, he attended Yale, which has been the most diffi-
cult college for the 110 graduates of Country Day studied 
in this thesis. 
Case:-: Studies of Boys Who Under-achieved Freshman Year 
and Ove;-Ap~i~ved So~omore Xear 
CASE 039 
During his fourhlgh school years at Country Day, 039 
impressed his instructors as a hard-working boy with limited 
ability. He averaged 72 for the four years, earning his 
highest grades in history and physics. ~e graduated from 
Country Day in 1947 and entered Brown that fall. He had 
considerable difficulty at Brown during his freshman year, 
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and his average was well below what would have been predicted. 
His lowest grades were in classics and English. His English 
grades in high school ranged in the middle 60's. During 
his sophomore year, however, he improved his record con-
siderably and did far better than predicted. His course 
schedule during the sophomore year was similar to the pre-
ceding year with the exception that courses in history and 
political science replaced the English and classics. In an 
interview, 039 stated that he felt better adjusted ·during 
the sophomore year. He knew his way around by then and 
felt much more at home. The ma jor reason for his greater 
success during the second year, in his opinion, was that 
between the freshman and sophomore years, with the help of 
another person, he developed better methods of study. He 
learned to proportion his time well and make the most of 
every hour of study. He eventually majored in international 
relations and graduated from Brown in 1951. 
There would seem to be several factors that might have 
had an influence on 039's greater achievement during the 
sophomore year. He was evidently slow to become acclima ted 
to college life and did not feel himself a part of the en-
vironment until after the freshman yea.r. As he started his 
sophomore year, for the first time in his life he felt con-
fident that he knew how to use his study time efficiently. 
Finally, his course of studies during his sophomore year 
tied in more ·closely with his abilities and interests. 
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CASE 06§ 
066 averaged 90 during his four high sehool years at 
Country Day without putting any great effort into his work. 
He was a rather severe deportment ease and was on the verge 
of expulsion on one or two occasions. This disciplinary 
difficulty dated back to a leg injury during his sophomore 
year in high school, which ended what promised to be a 
rather brilliant athletic career. This was a severe blow 
to him and his whole attitude changed comp~etely there-
after. He developed a very poor attitude toward authority, 
following instructions only when forced to do so and then 
with unconcealed reluctance and ill-humor. His grades 
dropped steadily during his high school years, but he still 
managed to graduate cum laude in 1948. During his college 
freshman year at Williams, his record was slightly below 
average and quite far below what would have been predicted 
for him considering his high school record. A course in 
chemistry proved to be the most difficult for him. Be was 
in disciplinary trouble frequently, and finally, at the 
end of the year, was required to withdraw for deportment 
reasons. He enrolled at Washington University the follow-
ing year, and his record improved greatly. 
In an interview 066 reported that his course at Williams 
was more difficult than at either. Country Day or Washing ton 
University. The course in chemistry at Williams was a 
second-year course and proved to be too advanced for his 
background in chemistry. He embarked on a pre-medical 
program at Williams but soon lost interest in this. He 
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found more incentive in his work during his sophomore year 
at Washington University, where he concentrated on govern-
ment and history. He admitted that living at home while 
attending Washington University was a good iDrluence on 
his deportment. The courses at Washington University, he 
felt, repeated more of the material covered during his high 
school years than did those t aken at Williams. 
A good student who at the same time tends to be a severe 
di sci plinary problem might be expected to be somewhat un-
predictable. Poor attitude, lack of incentive, and a dif-
ficult program may all be partially responsible for 066's 
lack of success at Williams. His improvement at Washington 
University may have been caused by a more interesting (to him) 
and less rigorous course of study, home influence, and a more 
mature attitude. 
CASE 083 
083 was a hard working, rather immature boy during his 
three high school years at Country Day; he did not enter 
Country Day until his sophomore year. His average tor those 
three years was 74 with grades varying comparatively little 
from course to course. There was a feeling among the faculty 
that 083 had more native ability than his high school grades 
would indicate and that perhaps with greater maturity his 
record might improve. He graduated from Country Day in 1948 
and entered Brown that fall. His college average was con-
siderably better during the sophomore year than it was during 
the freshman year. His amount of over-achievement (level 
of average above the predicted level) the second year was 
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almost exactly as great as his amount of under-achievement 
the previous year. In an interview 083 reported that during 
his freshman year he never did settle down to a routine of 
efficient study habits. He spent too much time at the frat-
ernity, used class outs frequently, and felt that he had to 
be "one of the boys." He admitted that he was not mature 
enough to adjust properly to a school away from home. While 
at Country Day parental pressure was a factor in his con-
scientious attitude. During the sophomore year, on the other 
hand, he did not cut any classes and worked more efficiently. 
There were two incentives that he felt influenced him toward 
greater application. For the first time~ during his sopho-
more year course in economics, he became truly interested 
in a field of study and decided upon a major for his college 
work. In addition he met a girl at the end of his freshman 
year who inspired him greatly during the remainder of his 
college career. 
Immaturity, which made it difficult for him to make the 
adjustment to life away from home, was a factor in 083's 
under-achievement during his freshman year at Brown. A 
more mature attitude and greater incentive were factors in 
his improved performance during the following year. 
Summary of Case Stydiep 
In summing up the case· studies, there are several factors 
that led to greater achievement in college than would have 
been predicted by the regression equations. Greater in-
centive at college would seem to be the major factor. This 
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incentive most often was caused by an interest in a par-
ticular field of study and subsequ•nt concentration on that 
field in college. In conjunction with this factor of in-
centive would be the factor of selection of college and 
major in college that tied in closely with the student's 
interests and abilities. Other factors that influenced 
college achievement in a positive direction would include: 
mature attitude, for ease in adjusting from home to college 
life; serious attitude; early entry at Country Day (boys 
who enter Country Day at beginning of junior year, or to 
a lesser extent, the sophomore year, often do not achieve 
up to their ability in that school due to weak background 
in various courses and the difficulties of adjustment to the 
school); and improving performance during high school years 
(boys whose junior and senior year grades indicate their 
ability but whose high school averages are held down by 
poorer grades during the first two years). 
Onder-achievement in college was most often caused by 
lack of incentive; poor attitude toward college work; im-
maturity in adjusting to life away from home and the greater 
freedom at college; unsatisfactory selection ot course of 
study that did not correspond with interests, abilities, or 
high school background; and greater emphasis on extra-
curricula activities at college. 
Summary of Results 
The results of this study would indicate that for great-
est success in predicting college achievement, the two 
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regression equations should be used. The results from these 
equations, predicted freshman and sophomore year averages, 
should be tempered by other factors. First, the ~ollege to 
which each Country Day senior is headed should influence the 
prediction in light of past success at that college of 
Country Day graduates. For example, if the boy is headed 
for Yale, his predicted averages should be lowered slightly; 
and if he is entering Cornell, a slight raise in prediction 
would be in order. If a boy is a superior student in high 
school, his predicted average should be raised slightly as 
the regression equations tend to be conservative and not 
predict highly enough for outstanding individuals. 
Finally, the factors mentioned in the previous section -
incentive to study, seriousness of attitude, maturity, choice 
of college program, etc., should be included. If a boy has 
a majority of the factors that led to over-achievement by 
the students in this study, his predicted college averages 
should be raised. Also, of course, if his characteristics 
and other factors fit in more closely with those individuals 
who under-achieved in college, his predicted averages should 
be lowered. 
The amount that these predicted averages should be altered 
in light of these additional factors is extremely difficult 
to determine. Future results may lead to more accurate 
analysis of this correction. 
CHAPTER V. 
Swrunary and Conclusions 
The purpose of this study is to determine the best 
method of predicting college success for seniors of the 
St. Louis Country Day School. It is hoped that the re-
sul ts found will be of value for guidance purposes while 
the seni ors ar e selecting their college, and will give added 
information to the colleges, via the recommendat ion blank, of 
each boy's probable success. 
The files in the main office of the St. Loui s Country 
Day School were consulted to determine _what sets of data would 
be available for use as factor s for a regression equation to 
predict college success f or t he seniors of that school. It 
was also necessary to determine the colleges to be used for 
this study . 
It was f ound that the following sets of data were avail-
able dating baak to 1946: high school average for each of the 
four years, American Council Psychological Examination Scores, 
and College Ent rance Examination Board Scholastic Apti tude 
Tes t M and V scores. For the period from 1946-1951, 174 boys 
graduated from the St. Louis Country Day School. 123, or 70.7%, 
of these graduates attended the following nine colleges: 
Amherst, Brown , Cornell, Harvard; Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Princeton, Washington University of St. Louis, 
Williams, and Yale. At least five graduates entered each of 
these colleges during this six-year period, and no more t _han 
three ent ered any other college. 
r 
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The files of these 123 graduates were studied carefully 
to determine which could be included in this study. Thir-
teen cases were eliminated leaving a total of 110 graduates 
who attended St. Louis Country Day for two years or more, 
had completed at least their freshman year in one of the 
nine colleges listed on page 77, and for whom complete 
records were available on high school grades, CEEB scores, 
and ACPE scores. 108 of these boys had also completed their 
sophomore year at one of these nine colleges. 
College grades for the freshman and sophomore years for 
each of these graduates were obtained by writing to the col-
leges. These grades were equated using a system based on 
the five-point system used by the National Registration 
Office for Independent Schools. Averages for freshman and 
sophomore college years and an average for the four high 
school years were computed for each of the individuals. 
All of the data to be used in the study for each of the 
110 cases was recorded on separate 5• x 8" cards, mimeo-
graphed for ease in recording and transferring to IBM cards. 
The mean and standard deviation for· each of the sets or 
data and the intercorrelations between the sets were com-
puted with the aid of the IBM installations in the Psych-
logical Laboratory at Washington University. A mean of 
80.78 for the four-year high school average for these 110 
boys was found. This is considerably above the mean high 
school average for all graduates of the St. Louis Country 
Day School, which is in the middle 70's. The mean high 
school average for all the graduates included in this study 
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who entered each or the nine colleges was determined. These 
averages ranged from 85.5 for graduates entering Amherst to 
70.9 for graduates entering Brown. All of the averages were 
above 80 with the exception of Washington and Brown. 
The mean college average for these graduates was found 
to be slightly lower during the sophomore year than during 
the freshman year. This might be _due to greater repetition 
of high school work during the college freshman year. 
The comparison of the means of the CEEB M and V scores 
indicate that the average mathematical aptitude of these 110 
Country Day graduates was considerably better than their 
average verbal aptitude. 
The coefficients of correlation between college averages 
and each of the criteria used were found to be as follows: 
College Ayerige, Freshman Year 
correlation with High School Average, Four Years------.78 
correlation with High School Average, Senior Year •• ---.75 
correlation with CEEB, V-score------------------------.56 
correlation with CEEB, M-score------------------------.53 
correlation with ACPE score---------------------------.51 
Qollege Average~ Sophomore Year 
correlation with High School Average, Four Years-- - ---.69 
correlation with High School Average, Senior Year ----.68 
correlation with CEEB, V-score------------------------.46 
correlation with CEEB, M-score------------------------.40 
correlation with ACPE score---------------------------.47 
The highest coefficient of correlation was .90 between 
High School average, Four Years and High School average, 
Senior Year; and the lowest was .40 between College Average, 
Sophomore Year and CEEB, M-Score. The coefficient of 
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correlation between College Average, Freshman Year and 
College Average, Sopho~ore Year was .78. All of the coef-
ficients of correlation were tested against the null hypothe-
sis and were found to be significant beyond the .01 level. 
This indicates that the probability of obtaining any of 
these values of r , if actually there were no relationship 
between the two sets of data, is less than .01. 
The values of the coefficients of correlation obtained 
indicate that there is a substantial relationship between 
each of the criteria selected and college scholastic suc-
cess during the freshman and sophomore years. The high 
school average was found to be a far better predictor of 
this college success than are ACPE and CEEB scores. 
The High School Average - Senior Year was abandoned as 
a separate factor because of its close relationship to High 
School Average - Four Years. In addition, it would not be 
complete when these equations would be used, during the last 
half of the senior year. 
First, second, and third order partial coefficients of 
correlation and partial sigmas were determined, and from 
these the partial regression coefficients were worked out. 
These led to the final regression equation for the predic-
tion of college success during the freshman and sophomore 
years. 
The regression equation for freshman year prediction is: 
x1 = .6112 - .os1a + .o1X5 - 21.2a 
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In this equation, ~ is an individual's high school 
average; Xc' his ACPE raw score; x5, his CEEB V-score; and x1 
his predicted freshman average in college. x4, his CEEB M-
score, does not enter into this equation as its coefficient, 
correct to the nearest hundredth, was .oo. The standard 
error of estimate for this freshman average prediction is 
3.99, which indicates that the chances are about two out of 
three that any student's actual freshman ave.rage will be 
within * 3.98 points of his predicted freshman average. 
The regression equation for sophomore year prediction is: 
X6 = .~1X2 - .olX3 - .OlX4 + .OlX5 - 22.14 
In this equation, Xs is the individual's predicted col-
lege sophomore average. The other X-values are ·the same as 
for the freshman prediction equation. The standard error of 
estimate for this equation is 4.85. 
These predicted college averages are, of course, in terms 
of the coded scores adopted for this study and range from 00 
to 40. These averages can be converted with ease into the 
marking system used by any one of the nine colleges. 
The coefficient of multiple correlation was worked out 
for both equations and was found to be .79 for the freshman 
year prediction equation and .69 for the sophomore year 
equation. 
The coefficient of forecasting efficiency is .49 for the 
freshman year equation and .28 for the sophomore year equa-
tion. These values may be interpreted to mean that the 
freshman regression equation is 49% more efficient in pre-
dicting college freshman grades than predictions based on 
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prior college freshman grades alone would be; and the sopho-
more regression equation, 28% more efficient in predicting 
college sophomore grades than predictions based on prior 
college sophomore grades alone would be. 
These statistics indicate that the two regression equa-
tions, particularly the freshman year equation, are efficient 
enough to be of real value in the prediction of college suc-
eess. The high school average was found to be a far more 
important factor than any of the other three predictors. 
It was not unexpected that a !our-year cumulation of many 
tests, teacher judgments, etc., would be a better predictor 
than a score on one single test. The relative unimportance 
of IQ and College Board results point out the danger of 
basing college admittance solely, or even largely, on either 
or both of these. 
The beta weights were computed to determine the relative 
weight with which each independent variable contributes to 
the criterion, independently of the other factors. It was 
found that the high school average is about five times as 
important a predictor than is CEEB V-score for both equa-
tions. The other two predictors, CEEB M-score and ACPE 
score, have zero or negative beta weights and affect the 
prediction not at all or in a negative direction. 
The regression equations were used to predict the fresh-
man and sophomore year averages for the 110 boys in the 
study. These predicted averages were compared with their 
actual averages for the two years. 
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It must be realized that the accuracy of the predictions 
made in these 110 cases does not necessarily give a true 
picture of the value of these equations for future predic-
tions. The college. grades of these 110 cases were used in 
deriving the equations for predicting the college grades 
for these same cases, and so therefore, a fairly close 
agreement b~tween predicted and actual grades was to be 
expected. How well these .equations will predict in the 
future must be left for·a follow-up study to determine. 
As· a check, it was determined whether or not approxi-
mately two-thirds of the cases in both the freshman and 
sophomore years had differences between predicted average 
and actual average that fell within the standard error of 
estimate. In both studies slightly more than two-thirds 
of the cases fell within the standard error of estimate. 
The comparisons of predicted and. actual college aver-
ages were sorted by colleges and the mean of each found 
for each college in an effort to determine the relative 
difficulty of .each of the nine colleges for graduates or 
the St. Louis Country Day School. In addition, a compari-
son was made of the number of "over-achievers," boys whose 
actual average was greater than their predicted average; 
and •under-achievers,• with actual averages less th~ pre-
dicted average, for each college. The number that over-
achieved or under-achieved beyond the standard error of 
estimate was also determined. The results of these com-
parisons indicate that Cornell has been the least difficult 
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and Yale and Williams the most difficult for Country Day 
graduates. Amherst, HarTard, and Washington University 
(during freshman year only) have been other colleges where the 
actual averages ranged above the predicted averages for the 
majority of the students. The predicted grades for Country 
Day graduates at Princeton have been the most nearly ac-
curate among the nine colleges. 
Those graduates whose actual freshman and sophomore col-
lege averages differed markedly from their predicted averages 
were singled out for individual case studies in an effort 
to determine what other factors influence college success. 
These case studies were limited to those boys whose actual 
averages differed by more than the standard error of esti-
mate from the predicted averages during both the freshman 
and sophomore years. There were seventeen cases that met 
these requirements and they were studied by consulting 
their files, conferring with their former high school in-
structors, and interviewing the boy himself whenever possible. 
In summing up these case studies, there are several fac-
tors that led to greater achievement in college than would 
have been predicted by the regression equations. Greater 
incentive at college, caused most often by an interest and 
subsequent concentration in a particular field of study, 
would seem to be the major factor. Other factors that in-
fluenced college achievement in a positive direction in-
clude: selection of college and major in college that tied 
in closely with the student's interests and abilities; 
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mature attitude in making adjustment from home to college 
life; serious attitude; early entry at Country Day; and 
improving performance during high school years. 
Under-achievement in college was most often caused by: 
lack of incentive; poor attitude toward college work; im-
maturity in adjusting to life away from home and the greater 
freedom of college; unsatisfactory selection of course of 
study that did not correspond with interests, abilities, or 
high school background; and greater emphasis on extra-
curricula activities at college. 
These results indicate that, for greatest success in 
predicting college scholastic achievement for St. Louis 
Country Day School graduates, the two regression equations 
should be used with their results tempered somewhat de-
pending on the college to which the boy is headed and 
whether his personality, interests, and choice of college 
course more closely resemble that or the over-achievers or 
under-achievers of this study. 
Implications for Eq~ther Research 
The true predictive value of these equations can not be 
determined until a follow-up study is made with later grad-
uating classes, predicting their college averages by means 
of the regression equations and then comparing these pre-
dictions with their actual college averages. 
An equation that predicts combined success for freshman 
and sophomore college years might be of greater value to 
the St. Louis Country Day School than the equation that 
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predicts the sophomore year only. 
At the beginning of this study it was hoped that corre-
lations could be determined between individual courses at 
Country Day and individual college courses in an effort to 
determine what high school courses were the best predictors 
for each course or field in college. Unfortunately, the 
grades as received from the colleges, had insufficient in-
formation to compare and equate courses 1n the nine colleges. 
There was not sufficient time to secure college eatalogues 
to determine the content of each of the courses taken by 
Country Day graduates during their freshman and sophomore 
years at college. A study of this kind would be of value if 
the various college courses could be equated with any degree 
of accuracy. 
Extensive case studies of individuals whose predicted 
averages closely matched their actual averages would be of 
interest. Would they, on the average, report that their 
amount of incentive was approximately the same in college as 
in high school and that the amount of time spent at their 
studies was similar? 
APPENDIX A 
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AVERAGES AND ACTUAL AVERAGES 
Precictea-- Actual Predicted -- Actual 
Case Average Average Diver- Average Average Diver-
No. College Fresh. Ir. Fresh. Yr. gence Soph. Yr. Soph. Yr. gence 
oor~~e----- ~27. o-- --- 26 -1.0 26.1 20 -6.1 
002 Yale 24.6 26 +1.4 24.8 24 -0.8 
003 Cornell 24.1 29 +4.9 23.0 32 +9.0 
004 Wash. u. 20.4 18 -2.4 20.1 12 -8.1 
005 Wash. u. 22.1 25 +2.9 21.9 27 +5.1 
006 Princeton 32.0 32 o.o 32.2 32 -0.2 
007 Brown 19.7 16 -3.7 18.0 19 +1.0 1..,. 
008 Brown 17.7 17 -0.7 17.1 16 -1.1 
009 Amherst 31.1 37 +5.9 32.2 35 +2.8 
010 Cornell 25.0 29 +4.0 23.2 24 +0.8 
011 Yale 33.5 35 +1.5 32.3 28 -4.3 
012 Williams 29.0 20 -9.0 30.0 26 -4.0 
013 Williams 29.3 . 33 +3.7 30.7 37 +6.3 
014 Brown 22.9 17 -5.9 22.9 21 -1.9 
015 Wash. U. 30.2 31 +0.8 28.2 30 +1.8 
016 Princeton 31.2 29 -2.2 31.1 23 -8.1 
017 Harvard 31.9 28 -3.9 32.3 36 +3.7 
Predicted Actual . Predicted ~Ac~tual 
Case Average Average Diver- Average Average Diver-
No. College Fresh. Yr. Fresh. Yr. · gence Soph. Yr. Soph. Yr. gence 
018 Princeton 26.6 30 +3.4 27.7 27 -0~7 
019 u:.r.T. 33.0 35 +2.0 34.0 35 +1.0 
mao Amherst 24.3 28 +3.7 23.3 26 +2.7 
021 Amherst 25.2 32 +6.8 25.1 . 32 +6.9 
022 Cornell 22.8 27 +4.2 22.0 26 +4.0 
1 26 +3.6 023 Cornell 22.4: 
024 Cornell 20.9 25 +4.1 22.1 . 26 +3.9 
025 Yale 33.1 29 -4.1 35.~ 29 -6.3 
Yale 29.0 25 -4.0 29.1 26 -3.1 I ..... 026 ..... 
027 Brown 22.3 24 •l.a 20.8 25 +4.2 
028 Princeton 21.0 22 +1.0 20.7 24 +3.3 
029 Princeton 28.7 26 -2.7 28.7 27 -1.7 
030 ·Brown 17.1 19 +1.9 17.6 20 +2.4: 
031 M. I. T. 25.1 25 -0.1 26.0 11 -15.0 
032 Williams 25.2 15 -10.2 23.3 14 -9.0 
033 Am.herst2 29.4 34 +4.6 29.3 33 +3.7 
034 Amherst3 27.0 29 +2.0 26.6 31 +4.4 
035 Princeton 30.3 33 +2.7 30.4 32 +1.6 
t~ Left Cornell after freshman year. 
2 Transferred to Washington University during sophomore year. 
3 Transferred to Washington University during freshman year. 
Preaicted-- ~A.ctuar Predictecr -~ A-cl1iil-
Case Average Average Diver- Average Average Diver-
No. _ ~~ll_ege ___ F_resh~ I;r_._~ __ Fresh. Yr. gence So~h. Yr. So~h. Yr. _gence 
036 Princeton 29.4 31 +1.6 29.1 29 -0.1 
037 Yale4 19.9 13 -6.9 19.7 01 -18.7 
038 Wash. u. 24.3 20 -4.3 23.6 16 -7.6 
039 Brown 20.6 16 -4.6 20.2 26 +5.8 
040 Wash. o. 31.9 40 +8.1 31.2 37 +5.8 
041 Amherst 26.5 29 +2.5 25.( 30 +4.6 
042 Princeton 24.3 21 -3.3 24.1 27 +2.9 ~ ~ 
043 Brown5 15.3 12 -3.3 
.... 
17.5 26 +8.5 
044 Wash. u. 21.9 19 -2.9 20.7 20 -0.7 
045 Princeton 30.7 34 +3.3 29.9 30 +0.1 
046 Princeton 27.4 18 -9.4 27.1 24 -3.1 
047 Yale 20.7 19 -1.7 20.7 21 +0.3 
048 Brown 17.5 1.6 -1.5 17.9 14 -3.9 
049 Com ell 23.1 26 +2.9 21.6 21 -0.6 
050 Cornell 30.6 30 -0.6 30.5 29 -1.5 
f4~ Transferred to Washington University during freshman year. 
5 Transferred to Washington University during sophomore year. 

Predictea lctua1.~ - - ~ - · -- ~ -~Predi-ct-ed- Actual 
Case Average Average Diver- Average Average Diver-
No# College Fresh, Yr. Fresh. Yr. gence Soph. Yr. Soph, Yr. gence 4 067 Princeton 30.1 33 +2.9 29.4 32 +2.6 
068 Princeton 25.7 21 -4.7 24.8 20 -4.8 
069 Princeton 22.1 11 -11.1 21.8 23 +1.2 
070 Princeton 26.1 26 -0.1 23.9 24 +0.1 
071 Princeton 24.8 24 -0.8 24.5 25 +0.5 
072 Harvard 27.4 31 +3.6 27.5 35 +7.5 
073 Brown 16.7 19 +2.3 17.9 16 -1.9 
074 M. I. T. 25.0 19 -6.0 24.1 16 -8.1 
075 Princeton 25.9 21 -4.8 24.9 23 -1.9 
I ~ 
076 Princeton 31.0 33 +2.0 31.3 31 -0.3 
077 Yale8 23.6 16 -7.6 25.0 15 -10.0 
078 W1111ams9 18.0 14 -4.0 
079 Amherst 24.5 28 +3.5 25.4 26 +0.6 , •. 
080 Cornell 27.5 28 +0.5 26.6 31 +4.4 
081 Amherst 29.2 34 +4.8 28.6 27 -1,6 
082 Wash. U. 19.2 26 +6.8 17.8 16 -1.8 
~8~ Transferred to Harvard after freshman year. 
9 Left Williams after freshman year. 
Actual Predicted- -- Actt]al 
Average Diver- Average Average Diver-
Colle e Fresh. Yr. ence So h. Yr. So h. Yr. gene~ 
Brovm. 16 -5.1 20.8 26 +5.2 
084 Brown 20.9 19 -1.9 21.3 15 -6.3 
085 Wash. u. 17.9 23 +5.1 17.1 19 +1.9 
086 Harvard 33.1 38 +4.9 34.7 34 -0.7 
087 Cornell 31.6 33 +1.4 31.4 33 +1.6 
088 Yale 25.2 22 -3.2 26.1 23 -3.1 
089 Yale 21.9 18 -3.9 21.3 15 -6.3 
090 Wash. u. 17.2 14 -3.2 15.7 14 -1.7 
091 Princeton 27.3 29 +1.7 27.5 30 +2.5 ~ 
... 
092 Yale 27.6 28 +0.4 26.7 28 +1.3 
093 Wash. U. 20.0 17 -3.0 19.2 21 +1.8 
094 M. I. T. 27.1 28 +0.9 28.0 29 +1.0 
095 Brown10 19.9 21 +1.1 21.0 17 -4.0 
096 Cornell 19.9 26 +6.1 19.6 25 +5.4 
097 Harvard 30.7 36 +5.3 31.6 39 +7.4 
098 Princeton 21.3 25 +3.7 20.5 23 +2.5 
(10) Transferred to Washington University during freshman year. 
Preaicted Actual Predicted- Actual 
Case Average Average Diver- A:verage Average Diver-
No. Col1es.e._ Fresh. -xr. Fres.h. Yr. gence So:Qh. Yr. So:Qh. Yr. gence 
099 Harvard 24.5 24 -0.3 24.0 26 +2.0 
100 M. I. T. 19.5 24 +4.5 19.2 30 +10.8 
101 Harvard 34.9 40 +5.1 34.5 39 +4.5 
102 Amherst 29.1 30 +0.9 29.5 29 -0.5 
103 Princeton 21.4 24 +2.6 21.0 25 +4.0 
104 Princeton 20.0 23 +3.0 20.4 22 +1.6 
105 Princeton 25.3 27 +1.7 25.3 29 +3.7 
106 Wash. U. 31.9 34 +2.1 32.1 - 27 -5.1 
107 Yale 29.6 25 -4.6 30.6 20 -10.6 ct ..... 
..... 
108 Yale 20.2 18 -2.2 20.5 19 -1.5 
109 Amherst .29.8 29 -0.8 30.1 30 -0.1 
110 Wash. u. 27.6 32 +4.4 26.6 . 26 -0.6 
.. 
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